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The Roxy “Get Outside” tour, sponsored by Schick Quattr<i tor Women, concluded the college portion of its tour at
('al Poly yesterday on Mott Lawn.
Students lined up to spin a wheel and win free Roxy and
Schick merchandise, such as beach towels,T-shirts and jour
nals. Haircuts by Paul Mitchell Signature Salon were otTered
on the lawn for $5.
Proceeds from the haircuts will be donated to the Keep
A Breast Foundation, a nonprofit breast cancer awareness or
ganization.
“We’re promoting healthy lifestyles, strength of women
and doing charity,” said Shauna Freese, event coordinator and
C'al Poly alumna.
The tour began June 11 and has traveled to approximately
120 different locations throughout the United States. At var
ious store locations, professional, sponsored athletes joined
the tour and participated in extreme sports and signed auto
graphs for fans.
The tour stopped in Oregon for snowhoarding at Mt.
Hood and wakeboarding in Portland. They also surfed on
Lake Michigan and tanker surfed in fexas.
“(ietting to go tanker surfing was probably my lavorite
part because it’s not an activity many women get to do,” said
S.iskia iNlauenberg, one of three women hired to tniv'cl along
the entire tour.
The purpose of the tour is to promote the brand as well as
the lifestyle that is associated with the apparel and products.
“We’re developing new fans and faces and encour.iging
petiple to get outside and off the couch,” Freese said.
The tour's previous stops in other states included New
York. Illinois, Florula, Arizona and Nevada. Many of the stops
have been geared toward attracting the college-age demo
graphic.
“ It’s a great idea because people in college get in mundane
routines from school and end up spending a lot of time in
side." business junior Katie Turner said.
The tour h.is also been promoting a Roxy (d ) titled
“Music From Our Heart,” which features various artists such
as The Postmarks, Jessie ILiylin and The Submarines, who
h.ive performed several locations throughout the course of
the tour.
“We live the lifestvles ourselves and tiverall we're encour

aging people to get out and find their adventure outdoors,”
Naueiiberg said.
The tour will be ending this weekend at Cardiff State
Beach, North County San Diego at the second annual Roxy
Jam Ciardiff. This event will host the Linda Benson Wom
en's World Long Board Pro, a women’s amateur surf contest,
along with a fair on the beach.
“We’re showing that Roxy’s not just clothing and prod
ucts, hut also a lot of heart,” Freese said.
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A (ial Poly student receives a $5 haircut on Mott l>awn
during the Roxy “Get Outside” tour on Wednesday.

Bakers
salary
increased
again
Kristen Marschall
MUSTANd DAILY

Wednesday marked payday
for (ial Poly President War
ren Baker as he and 27 other
top Cialif'ornia State Univer
sity executives received an
1 1.S percent average salary
increase, as approved by the
C'SU Board ofTriistees.
Baker’s salary — which
was previously $29S,372 and
is now retroactiv'cly effective
at S32H,2(D as of July 1 —
will continue to make him
the highest paid and longestserving president within the
C]SU system. With this raise,
he is now the second-highest
paid executive within the sys
tem, trailing only the CSU
ehaneellor, CTiarles Reed.
Baker’s salary does not in
clude the
given to
him for housing.
The fellow 27 members
include the other 22 C'SU
presidents, C.SU C'haneellor
Cdiaries Reed and four ex
ecutives ill the Cdiaiicellor’s
( "fffice.
(Tiaiicellor Reed’s salary
was humped up to S421..3(iO
from S377,0(Hi, which also
does iu>t include the S12,<K>()
car allowance he is given an
nually or the house in Long
see Salary, page 2

Student Tasered at Kerry forum
Travis Reed
ASSiX IATED PRK.SS

Video of police T'aseriiig a persistent questioner of Sen.John
Kerry became an Internet and TV sensation Tuesday, generat
ing fierce debate abtiut free speech and the motives of the
college student involved - a known prankster who often posts
practical jokes online.
University of Florida President Bernie Maehcn said Mon
day’s takedown, in which the student loudly yelled,”! lon’tTase
me. bro!” w’as “regretful.” Fie asked for a state pmbe of campus
police actions and placed two officers on leave.
The student in the middle of it .all. 21-year-old Andrew
Meyer, had no comment after he was released on his recogni
zance on various charges following a night in jail.
But details from his online writings and videos raised the
question of whether his harangue during the forum was genu
ine or some kind of stunt.
Meyer, a senior telecommunications m.ijor from the Fort
Lauderdale suburb of Weston, has a Web site featuring several
homemade videos. In one, he stands in a street with a sign
that says “Harry Dies” after the latest Harry Potter hook was
released. In another, he acts like a drunk in a bar while trying
to pick up a man dressed in drag.
The site also has what is called a “disorganized diatribe” at
tributed to Meyer that criticizes the Iraq war, the news media
for not covering the conflict enough and the American public
for paying too much attention to celebrity news.
see Taser, page 2
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Protesters gather outside the University of Florida police department Tuesday in Gaines
ville, Fla., to protest the campus officers' use of a Taser stun gun during a forum with Sen.
John Kerry, on Andrew Meyer, a persistent questioner who is known for posting practical
jokes online.
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New technology a possible
alternative to poiygraph test
Eric Schwartz
DAIIY \)UIIM Al (l . AKI/DNA)

An honest man has a tirni hand
shake and a steady gaze. A liar will
■ivoid your eyes as he or she tells an
untruth. Right?
Not it you ask John Allen, a Universitv’ ot Arizona psychology’ pro
fessor. When It comes to telling it
someone is lying, “we’re bad at it,”
he said.
That's why Allen hopes to use
technology to help better determine
when a lie is being told.
I he technique, which is some
times referred to as “brain finger
printing," uses the measurement ot
brain w.ives to detect whether a sub
ject recognizes an object or phrase.
Allen refers to his device as a
"recognition detector," made of a set
of' electrodes that are attacheci to a
subject’s head
Allen is one of eight researchers
who received a UA grant to help
find ways to combat crime.
In an experiment earned out in
the Psvchophysiology Laboratory
to rest the technique, Allen had stu
dents serve .is subjects, performing
a virtual crime using a video game
to break into a room and steal items
from It.
From there, thv individuals were
immediately questioned .ibout their
.ictions, referencing a list of objects
and situations thev may have en
countered.
The students’ brain waves were
measured, and researchers found that
there is a particular reaction that oc

curs in the brain when it sees some
thing It recognizes.
Although polygraph technology
IS popular, Allen cautioned “there’s
no such thing as a he detector," add
ing that polygraph tests, also known
as lie detectors, are often “terrible at
exonerating the innocent."
Those who are given the poly
graph test often exhibit the same
nervousness and arousal th.it typic.illy indicate lying, he said.

In the video g.inie experiment,
there w.is a 50 percent accuracy rate
of true positives, in w hich the device
registered recognition by the sub
ject.
In a simpler experiment done by
Allen involving the memorization of
a list of words, there was up to a ‘L5
percent rate of true positives.
With the polygraph as an overly
sensitive device and the recognition
detector not being sensitive enough,
there have been attempts to use the
two systems together, but this has not
enhanced their reliability, Allen said.
The problem with the recog
nition detector is that memory is
tricky and easily misled. Forgetful
ness and false recollection can ruin
any usefulness of the recognition de
tector. he said.
False memories can easily be im
planted, often by accident through
the repetition of telling the same
story or thix5ugh a badly-done inter
—John Allen
rogation. These false memories have
UmvcTsity ot'Arizon.1
“the same brainwaves” as real ones,
psychology’ pnifessor
he added.
Despite the many issues with the
recognition detector, a variation of it
Up to 50 percent of the time, is currently used in both Japan and
polygraphs indicate falsehoods that Israel, Allen said.
The systems used in other coun
do not exist. Using his “recognition
detector," however. Allen said the tries measure skin conduction, rath
rate of this type of misread has been er than brain waves, to determine
lowered to 5 percent occurrence or whether or not there is recognition,
less.
he said.
Although the technology’ is im
The only downside to this new
device is that it may not detect a perfect at the moment. Allen and his
he when told, depending heavily team have hopes that it could even
on how well a subject know's what tually be used in the legal system.
they’re being asked.

There’s no
such thing as
a lie detector.

Taser
continuefifrom page /

Machen would not s.iy w hether
the university had any previous
conflicts with Meyer but indicated
some such issues would come up in
the investigation. He would not say
whether he thought the latest epi
sode was a prank.
Various videos of the arrest had
been viewed more than 1 million
times on YouTube as of Tuesday
evening.
About 100 students gathered on
campus Tuesday to plan protests,
some wearing T-shirts denouncing
police violence, lienjamin Dictor, a
liberal arts junior speaking for the
group, called for the ofFicers to be
disciplined, Tasers to be banned on
campus and the charges dropped.
“For a question to be met with
arrest, not to mention physical vio
lence, is completely unacceptable in
the United States, especially in the
halls of education," Dictor said.
University police said in a news
release that ofticers had been sum
moned by the forum’s sponsors to
escort Meyer from the building,
though organizers said his micro
phone was cut off aafter he used a
sexually explicit term.
lYilice added that Meyer was
Tasered because he resisted when
officers were placing him in hand
cuffs. His lawyer, Robert (Iriscti,
said Meyer was shocked after the
cuffs were already on.
Meyer refused to leave the mi
crophone after his allotted time was
up, police said. He had asked Kerry

about impeaching I'resident liush.
why he didn’t challenge the 20(I4
election results and whether he and
Bush were members ot the secret
society Skull and Ifones at Yale
University.
After Meyer repeatedly and
loudly refused to walk away, two
officers took him by the arms. Ker
ry can be heard saying, “That’s all
right, let me answer his question.”
Audience members applaud
ed, though it was difficult to tell
whether it was for the officers’ ac
tion or Kerry’s remark. The audi
ence for the most part sat quietly
and watched the fracas.
Meyer struggled for several sec
onds as up to four officers tried to
remove him from the room. He
screamed and tried to break away
from officers with his arms Hailing,
then was forced to the ground and
ordered to stop resisting.
Kerry, D-Mass., said Tuesday he
never had a dialogue end that way
in 37 years of public appearances.
“Whatever happened, the po
lice had a reason, had made their
decision that there was something
they needed to do. Then it’s a law
enforcement issue, not mine,” he
told The Associated Bress in Wash
ington.
Meyer was arrested on charges
of resisting an officer and disturb
ing the peace but the State Attor
ney’s C'lffice had yet to make the
formal decision. Police recom
mended charges of resisting arrest
with violence, a felony, and disturb
ing the peace and interf'ering w’ith
school administrative functions, a
misdemeanor.
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Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.

San Diego council votes to
support same-sex marriage
SAN DIEC.O (AB) — The Citv
(^nmcil voted to join other C^ahfornia cities m supporting a lawsuit
challenging the state’s ban on samesex marriages.
San Diego Mayor Jerry Sanders,
who says he supports same-sex civil
unions but not full marriage, said he
would veto the decision.
Tuesday’s 5-3 vote came two
weeks after the citV’ council dead
locked over the issue, with one of
the panel’s most liberal members,
I )onna Frye, voting against the mo
tion because she felt the public had
not been given adequate opportu
nity to comment.
Nearly 2(M) people crowded

into chambers to hear the council’s
three-hour debate over whether to
file a brief to the C?alifornia Su
preme C'ourt.
The Supreme CYiurt is currently
considering whether (California’s
ban on same-sex marriage is uncon
stitutional. The high court’s ruling
could come next year.
Los Angeles, Long lieach, San
Jose and Santa Cruz have already
filed friend of the court briefs in fa
vor of same-sex marriages.
(Councilwoman Toni Atkins, w ho
raised the motion, argued that state
residents should be treated equally
regardless of their sexual orienta
tions.

“The right to marry the per
son of your choice is a fundamental
constitutional right that has been
recognized by many courts,” Atkins
said.
Opponents argued that San Di
ego voters had already expressed
opposition to same-sex marriage by
voting in favor csf ¡Proposition 22, a
2(MX) measure that prohibited state
agencies from recognizing same-sex
marriages performed in other juris
dictions.
The council may override the
mayor’s veto at a meeting scheduled
for next week.
Documents must be submitted
to the high court by Sept. 2b.
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Coffee Shop & Deli
• Extcnáed H«im:

S^IhuntOpm M-F
0pm Sat, Closed Sun.

0 0

15îî55r

À

• SpedaHy food and drink menu prepared al your convenienc e
• O d i atHNMl service
• Spedai Anal « u m how s for Cai M y & Cuesta students
• Free wireless teiemet
• Friendly and experienced baristas
Catw kig and deRvery service

0 0

fínoUL
¥nMw.ldv.onlln«.com

• 3230 Oroad Street, San Luis Obispo, CA
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Salary
continuedfrom page I

lk*ach that was provided tor him.
The pay increase is part of an
effort to make the salaries of tlie
('SU presidents on par with presi
dents of comparable
four-year univer
sities around the
country. A study
iMk. .itàiiÈàL
done by the C'alifornia
l\>stsecoiulary
Educa
tion ('ommission
(C:PEC^
deter
mined that the sal
aries of ('SU pres
idents lag behiiul
Minilar universities
by 4() percent.
“The Board of
Trustees has made
a commitment to
reduce the salar\’ gap between
the faculty, statf
and administrators
(with the com
parative
salaries I
of those around
the country),” said
Larry Kelley, (Lil
Poly's vice president
for administration and
finance. “This increase is intended
to reduce that gap."
Kelley added that though he
isn’t sure of the long-term plan,
future raises can be anticipated.
kichard Saenz, the physics chair
and (Lilifornia Faculty Association
president for (3al Poly, said the

raise seemed “a bit disingenuous”
considering the faculty negotia
tions that persisted last spring.
“While I’m sure the adminis
trators deserve a raise, they said our
4.7 percent raise was breaking the
bank,” he said, “(diarlie keed now
makes more than the president of

one would complain,” Saenz said.
“Clearly there are lots more of us
than presidents ... but it just makes
you wonder who they’re looking
out for.”
Meanwhile, td 'E C ’s study
found that though the pay received
by ('SU faculty is less than the na
tional average of comparable
universities, it is not as great as
the 4()-percent difference for
the presidents.
lila
^ ièè^
In 1991-92, the difference
for faculty was 4.1 percent and
by 20(l()-(l7 it was 15.2 percent.
Kelley noted that this number
decreased after the facultv ne
Warren Baker
gotiations took place.
Cai Poiv Prsis<lent
“In an era when we con
tinue to raise student fees and
classrooms are becoming more
ami more overcrowded, it is
absurd to consider a pay raise
right now," said Trustee kicardo F. Icaza during the Board of
Trustees meeting on Wednesday.
“Students are working multiple
jobs trying to p.iy for their edu
cation."
Icaza and Lt. (¡overnor John
(iaranieiidi were the only two
present who opposed the pay
increase.
“It’s coinmon for people to
IjUJRKN rabaino mustanc; daii.y against a raise, especially when
a person makes a high salary," said
( ’SU spokesman Paul Browning,
the United States.”
He argues that in the last 10 adding that the CSU wants to at
years, a full professor’s salary has tract the “best and brightest.”
increased from $66,000 to $90,000
Kelley also defended Baker's
while iiaker’s has incre.ised from increase, saying that “most people
about $200,000 to $330,000.
would say it’s important to have a
“If they gave the presidents cjuality leader ... and the lead«#rship
the same raise as us, probably no he has provided is e.xemplary.”

salary raise

O J . Simpson freed;
bail set at $125,000
LASVECAS (AP) - In a scene
of legal deja vu, a grayer, heavier
O.j. Simpson stood handcuffed in
court Wednesday to face charges
that could put him behind bars for
life. The prosecutor who failed to
get him a dozen years ago was there
to watch, and new s cameras tracked
his every move as if they were cov
ering a slow-speed chase.
But as Simpson made his
$125,000 bail on charges includ
ing kidnapping and armed robbery,
legal experts were questioning;
('ould a former football star who
beat a double-murder rap really dt)
hard time for a crime that sounds
like a bad movie?
Police h.ive laid out .1 case that
makes Simpson the leader in an
armed holdup of sports memora
bilia collectors, and they arrested a
fifth suspect in the case Wednesday.
Some of the facts _ including a cu
rious recording of the confronta
tion _ don’t seem so clear-cut.
Legal experts say that issues such
as who had rightful ownership of
the goods and the reputation of
witnesses in the sometimes lessthan-reputable world of memora
bilia trading could cloud the pros
ecution’s case.
Simpson has insisted he was
merely retrieving items that were
stolen from him earlier.
Alfred Beardslev, one of the col-

THISWEEKIN

lectors w ho s.iys he was robbed at
gunpoint by Simpson and several
other men, told N B (’’s “Today"
show before Simpson’s hearing that
he didn’t think an audiotape made
at the scene was accurate. Beardsley
was arrested on a parole violation
Wednesday.
The other victim. Bruce
Fromong, was recovering from a
heart attack in a Los Angeles hos
pital. The man wlio arranged the
meeting between Simpson and the
twd collectors, lom kiccio, h.is a
criminal record.
“The credibility of the cohorts
in the enterprise would be a key
i s s u e at trial.” said Uimersity of
Southern (Liliforiiia law professor
Jody Armour.
■Agreed, said Dennis Turner, a
professor at the Unixersity of D.iytoii School of Law. “This is a pretty
shady world and pretty shady char
acters dealing with each other in a
pretty shady way.”
A key difference with the 1995
murder trial is that there are plenty
of witnesses this time who place
Simpstin at the scene, including
hotel video surveillance. Simpson
has made no secret he went to the
hotel room intending to take the
memorabilia and told The Associ
ated Press that a man who came
with him brought a truck to cart
away the goods.
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CALPOLYATHLETICS

Tickets On Sale Now at the Box Office, by calling 1-866-GO-STANGS or www.GoPoly.com

SEPTEM BER 17-23

"Family Night"

S p ecial Family packs just $ 4 0 for 2 adult

and 2 youth GA tickets, 2 gam e programs, food sp e cia ls, and
a discount coupon for M ustang m erchandise at the game!
Tickets m ust be purchased by Sept. 2 1 s t - su p p lie s limited.

MEN’S SOCCER VS. WRIGHT STATE
9.18.07 7 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL VS. LONG BEACH STATE
9.21.07 7 p.m.

VOLLEYBALLVS.es NORTHRIDGE

dl

9.22.07 3 p.m.
Alex G. Spanos Stadium

FOOTBALL VS. WESTERN OREGON
9 .2 2 .0 7

/

6 :0 5 p.m.

Free S eat Cushions courtesy of El Corral
Bookstore to the first 2 ,0 0 0 fans!

Alex (5. Spanos Stadium

MEN'S SOCCER VS.es BAKERSFIELD

9.23.07 1 p.m.

f ree schedule poster for the first BOO tans!
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“What do you think about the j
Mustang Maniacs?”
C'onipiled and photographed by Choral Snyder
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Traditionally, romance is dchned as the act of courting or
wooing someone or treating them
with ardor or chivalrousness. Some
would say the college definition
has evolved into something more
vulgar.
"Most people see romance as
making out and having se.\ ” U ni
versity of Delaware freshman Selasie Ikiatsi said.

“They did a good
job and were really
supportati ve at the first
football gam e.”

p
1

Study says chivalry still alive

-Shaun Nelson, wine
and viticulture junior

The definition of romance, or
the lack thereof, is the key fac
tor which art'ected the results of a
study done by (Catherine Mosher
of Duke University and Sharon
Danoff-lUirg of the University of
Albany. The study showed male
undergraduate students were more
likely than female undergraduate
students to choose intimate rela
tionships over careers and educa
tion.
The results of the study, pub
lished in the journal (iender Issues
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“They have a lot of sup
port from th e students
because the students
go crazy at the football
g am es.”
-Kristy Comer,
science junior

Sept. 17,11:41 - Officers investigated severai incidents of vandaiism. Unknown suspectfs)
wrote obscene words and drawings on wails and white boards in the Business Building.
Sept. 17,20:24 - In response to a report of suspicious circumstances, officers discovered
a trail of blood upon the ground near the Education Building. It was later determined a
subiect had cut their foot upon a nearby door.

anim al

“I don’t know what
they’re like this year
because I haven’t been
to any gam es yet.”
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-Tyier Durling, graphic
communications senior

Sept. 18,10:10 - Officer stopped a skateboarder on South Perimeter Bead near the Becreation Center. Investigation revealed the subiect had an active arrest warrant.
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“Last year their part of
the stadium was the
m ost exciting.”

19
7
'•
1.5
Ì9

in July 2007, were calculated after
surveying 237 undergraduates, in
cluding HO men and 157 women,
about their life goals. The study
evaluated the students’ readiness to
relinquish achievement goals for
an intimate relationship. It found
51 percent of women studied
and 61.3 percent of men studied
would choose to pursue roman
tic relationships over achievement
goals.
According to the study, only 1
see Study, page 6

Sept. 18,19:02 - Officers responded to check the welfare of a student in response to con
cerns raised by his mother. Officers were unable to locate the student. The parent later
advised the UPD the student had called and he was okay.
Sept. 18,19:21 - Officers contacted an irate subiect at the soccer game. The subiect is a
resident of the area behind the stadium, and because the roadway was closed for the
event he was unable to get to his residence.
Sept.18,20:09 - Officers responded to a report of a missing 5-year-old child at the soccer
game.

■Nicole Thomason,
aerospace engineering
sophomore

Come visit our new and exciting

_m destination

(Everyone remem 6ers tfieirfirst time

MUSTA/r<fi^A ft-*/.
I t 5 sejQer than yo u might thinh^

Travel more.
Spend less

aorm shop

Pull an All Nighter
_ D e sk lamp (t)
__ Floor lamp (1)
_ B e d rest (1)
_ L a p desk (1)
Munchie Makers
__ Bowls, plates, mugs (4)
__ Forks, knives, spoons (4)
__ Glassware set (1)

ft's an easy way to equip the perfect dorm room
• 20% completion program thru 9/30/07! Receive
20% off everything remaining on your Wishlist.

(May not be combined wiin any other öfter.)

Dorm Pre-Reg's
_ Clock radio (1)
_ N ig h t light
_ F a n (1)
__ Cookware set (1)
__ Storage boxes (2)
_ S e t kitchen utensils (1)
_Extension cords (2)
_ Bottle/can opener (1)
__ Squid multi outlets (2)
_ Water filtration pitcher (1)
__ Surge protector
_Replacement filters
_ C h ip clips/magnetic clips (5) __ Batteries
_ D o o r mirror (1)
_ D o rm -s iri microwave (1)
_ Wall hooks
_ Dorm-sire refrigerator (1)
_ Frames
_B lender(1)
_Storage ottoman
_ Toaster oven (1)
__ Trash can
_Coffeemaker (1)
__ George Foreman grill (1)
Chaos Control
_ Snack table (1)
__ Storage trunk or tote (1)
_ D is h rack
_ Under the bed containers (3)
__ Travel mugs
__ CD or OVD storage (1)
_ Set of 4 bed risers (1)
Neat n Tidy
__ Over the door storage (1)
_ Hand or stick vacuum (1)
_S hoe rack (1)
__ Dish cloths & towels (6)
_ 2 4 hangers (1 Pkg. )
__ Cylinder hamper (1)
Mesh cubes
__ Compact iron (1)
_ Bubble crates
_ Drying rack (1)
__ Modular storage shelves
__ Laundry bags (2)
__ Drawer organizers (4)
Lint roller
_Storage set (1)
__ Duffel bag (1)
_ Space bags

Your Dorm Checldist
Hit the Sack
_ Sheet sets. Twin or Twin XL
__ Comforter or quilt (1)
__ Down comforter (1)
_ D u ve t cover (1)
__ Blanket (1)
__Bed pillows (2)
_ Pillow protectors (2)
__ Mattress pad (1)
__ Fiberbed/teatherbed (1)
_lnflatable Aerobed (1)
__ Window/door panels
_ Area rug (1)
__ Decorahve pillows
__ Floor cushions
__ Throw (1)

Create a Dorm Wishtist before
heading off to campus

StudentUniverse.com

Student Body Needs
__ Towel sets (6)
__ Towel bar (1)
__ bath towel tower (1)
_ Tub mat (1)
_ Bath rug (1)
_S how er curtain (1)
_S how er liner ft)
__ Shower ring set (1)
_ Shower caddy (1)
_S oap holder (1)
_ B a th brush and pouf
_E lectric toothbrush (1)
^Replacement heads
_ 0 v e r the door hook (1)
__ Magnifying mirror (1)
__ Blow dryer (1)
__ Body wash & lohon
_ Cosmetic organizer (1)
__ Tweezers
_Cur1ing iron (1)
_ H a ir straightener (1)
_ Electric razor (1)
_R obe & slippers (1)
_ H a ir towel & shower wrap
__ Shower radio (1)
__ Scale
__ Electric fragrance diffuser

Valid thru Sept 30,2007
210900000004
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Mustang Maniacs bring madness to CP sports
Cassandra J. Carlson
II SI \S (i l ) \l l 1

Welcome CO the Asylum. They
miiiht be called maniacs hut to
many they are the devoted leaders
of Chil holy fans. Formerly known
a s the Kunning Thunder, Mus
tang Maniacs are a student ath
letic spirit club actively involved
in all the home games and various
away games and are notorious for
their love for Cal I'oly athletics.
The group already has a filled
road trip to UC' Davis on Oct. 13
where the Maniacs will cheer
on the (hil Poly football team to
fight to keep the infamous horse
shoe prize.
"We are alreadv gettinu a lot

of interest, we are getting better
as a group and there are more and
more freshmen wanting to get in
volved," said business junior and
Mustang Maniacs publicist Kandolph Carcia.
More than half of the students
attending are freshman, and the
road trip has more than 40 stu
dents on a waiting list. The stu
dents paid $25 to cover the cost
of the hotel, game and bus.
"Every student that steps on
campus is a Mustang Maniac,"
Mustang Maniacs Advisor, Shawn
Russell said. "They are a part of
this campus and we're excited to
have them as fans and members of
the campus community. W ithout
the student body the event just

winildn't have the same energs."
With .1 new year ahead, the
¡Vlustang Maniacs have a lot of
potential and are lotiking forw.ird
to huge attendances at games and
good attitudes.
"This year will be a lot differ
ent from past years; it will be a hit
more organized," said agriculture
business junior and Mustang Ma
niacs president Kristen Spencer.
“ We really would like the stu
dents to come to the games and
be loud and energetic with us."
lieing part of the Mustang
Maniacs allows students to meet
new people while watching
sports along with taking part in
various activities such as lighting
the P after victories, running the

^phere aiul are exciting and fun
tor all those m attendance."
The 15-plus member board
will be holding a general meeting
where students can learn more
about the group and take time tt)
share ideas, questions, informa
tion and even win spirit items.
The Mustang Maniacs will
be busy this weekend at Friday’s
“ Peat the Beach” game where
the C'al Poly’s women’s volleyball
team will be hosting the 3-time
NCAA champions at 7 p.m. in
Mott Cyni and Saturday’s foot
ball game where Chil Poly will be
hosting undefeated NC!AA Divi
sion II Independent Western O r
egon (3-0), kicking off in Alex (i.
Spanos Stadium at 0:05 p.m.

events]

calendar

t;O l RTK.SV PHOTOS

flag and ringing the bell at ('al
Poly's games, along with leading
the crowds with their energetic
attitudes. .Mustang Maniacs will
also be doing various comnumitv
service projects along with add
ing "(io (ireen! (iames" for each
sport where the Maniacs w'ill be
offering food and drinks for stu
dents an hour prior to the game,
first come, first serve.
Russell believes the Maniacs
W'ill have a very successful year
saying,“The group and governing
board of the Maniacs will be very
proactive in reaching out to more
students on campus by making
them aware o f home events, how
they can get involved, and insur
ing the events have a great atmo-

FALL QUARTER
10/3 Rally/General M eeting 6:30pm
(M ott Gym)
10/3 Davis Road Trip M eeting 6:30pm
10/12-13 ROADTRIP Football @ Davis
10/17 "GO GREEN! GAME" — Men's Soc
cer vs. UCSB 6pm
10/24 Rally/General M eeting 6:30pm
(M ott Gym)
10/26 "GO GREEN! GAME" — Women's
Soccer vs. UC Davis 6pm
11/8 "GO GREEN! GAME" — Volleyball
vs. UCSB 6pm
11/14 Rally/General M eeting 6:30pm
(M ott Gym)
11/15 GREEN & GOLD HOOPS BASH
— Women's Basketball vs Houston/
Men's Basketball vs Utah St 4:30pm
12/22 ROAD TRIP Men's Basketball @

use
WINTER QUARTER
1/19 ROAD TRIP Men's Basketball @
UCSB
1/28 ESPN BIG MONDAY WATCH PARTY
— Men's Basketball @ Pacific 8:30pm
3/12-15 BIG WESTTOURNAMENT - Men's
and Women's Basketball
And more to come...
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State Briefs
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) —
I )isnovlaiKi will add 25<) units, intludn’.u tinK--sliaivs. to its Crand
t'alitonnan 1lotd ¿s. Spa in re
sponse to inereased demand from
tourists, the resort said.
The .SO time-share oheriuits,
the first to he built on the West
C oast, will he a part of the I )isney
\aeation C'lub. which already has
d.SO.ooo members. Sales, profit and
membership have doubled for the
club since 20(I.T said |im Lewis,
president of Disnev Vacation Club.
Still, S() percent of members live
on the hast ('oast and "we believe
we should be going West." he said.
In Florida, the company offers
more than 2.000 units at seven re
s o r t s . SIX at Walt 1)isnev World and
one inVero Beach. An eighth vaca
tion club is in Hilton Head. S.C.
The 2..S-acre expansion in Ana
heim is expected to create 3 0 (l
union construction jobs and 100
hotel positions. The citv has al
ready approved the expansion and
the units are set to be completed in
20 ( 10.
• •

•

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Britne\’ Spears has been ordered to
undergo random drug and alcohol
testing tw ice a week, according to
court documents in her custody dis
pute with ex-husband Ke\in Federline.
T he order was ivsued Montiiy by
a judge who required both paRMits
to refrain from drinking and using
drugs around their two young chililren and 12 hours befotx' either caRs
for them.
OtiK' Spears was ordea'd to sub
mit to testing.
‘‘Based on the evidence pa*sented,
the court finds that there is a habitual,
fivquent and continuous use of contnilled subsLinces and alcohol" by
Spears, Su^xTior (]ourt Judge Scott
M. Gordon said in court dtxuinents.
Mes.sagt^ left with attorneys for
Spears and Federline wea* not im
mediately a'airned.
The singer married Federline in
(Xtober 2(H»4. She filed for divoae
last NoveinbcT and the divoae be
came offici.ll July 30. The two have
joint custixly of their sons. Sean
Fa-ston, 2, and jayden James, 1, but
F'ederline is seeking a ga*ater share of
custody.
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Stanford adds transgender rights
to non-discrimination policy
Andrea Fuller
IMI S lA M O k l) l ) \ i n

(SIV M O K U )

Stanford students will likely not
notice a two-word change when
they crack open the first page of
their 20()7-OS Bulletin, but these
tw o wiirds are groundbreaking ones
for transgender rights at Stanford.
The phrase "gender identity" h.w
been added to Stanford's Statement
of Nondiscriminatorv Policy — a
change manv in the transgender
rights comnuinitv celebrate, even
though its practical impact remains
unclear.
The Statement of Noiuliscriminatory Policy prohibits discrimi
nation in the "rights, privileges,
programs and activities generally
accorded or made available to stu
dents at the University.” The state
ment also forbids discrimination “in
the administration of its educational
policies, admissions policies, schol
arships and loan programs, and ath
letic and other University-adminis
tered programs” consistent w ith “its
obligations under the Liw.”
‘‘Ciender identity” is specifically
listed in the second sentence.
Vice Pan’ost for Student Af
fairs (ireg Boardman said that a
committee of senior administrators
convened to propose this policy re
vision, which President John Hennessy recently accepted. Boardman
said that the phrase will be added to
the Administrative (îuide and ‘‘ap
plies to students, staff and facultv
alike.”
‘‘Regarding the ramifications of
the policy," Boardman added,“! be
lieve that the revision sends a strong
message that Stanford is interested
in addressing and supporting the
needs of the transgender commu
nity.”
The policy change comes about
thanks to a gamp of transgender
students and allies who geared up
a campaign for transgender rights
during the 2()06-()7 academic year.
Harriet ‘07, a transgender student
and movement organizer who
asked not to be identified by her

SLOSUII

“If a student is in transition or
they have transitioned, it can be
hard getting them paired up with
a roommate who is accepting of
them,” she said. “In the past, Stan
ford has had single-sex rooming
only.”
But exactly what changes the
new nondiscrimination policy w'ill
bring about remains unclear. Direc
tor of the Diversity and Access Cfffice Rosa Gonzalez said she didn’t
know of any subsequent policy re
visions in the works.
“Even with this change of lan
guage, (transgendered persons] were
already protected by California law;”
she said. “We’re more than anything
being explicit — it says that Stan
ford is a vi?ry w’elcoming and diverse
place. Students, staff, they can make

Study

was'surprised at the study’s result
because it did not coincide with
her image o f men. “ IMeii] just
don’t seem to care about relation
ships as much as a woman would,
for the most part,” Johanson said.
O ther students, such as Buatsi,
said they were not surprised by
the results.
“ Men always want to take risks
while women just analyze,” she
said.
Kruger said women often take
education more seriously than
men do.
“ Women are, in general, more
future-oriented and more will
ing to have delayed gratification,
so they are taking the tried-andtrue path in education,” he said.
“Men are opting to do something
that they think will get them to
the top faster, like start a company
(or] get into sales so they don’t
have to spend all that time getting
a degree.”
Senior Alexandra Villiard high
lighted the effects o f the stress that
is placed on women.

“(iirls might feel more pressure
on them to get a career and be
successful to show that they can,”
Villiard said.
Johanson gave her own hypoth
esis for why she thinks men would
opt for relationships over personal
goals.
“ Men seem to always need
tt> be nurtured,” she said, “and
if M om’s not going to be there
anymore for them, they are more
likely, if they really feel like they
need it, to pick a relationship they
know they can stay in to continue
being nurtured.”
Kruger used his knowledge of
evolution to make a prediction
about w'omen’s motivations.
“What 1 would like to predict
|is this]: Sure, more women will
become educated in connection
with these careers, but they are
going to be less competitive about
it,” he said. “Women are more ori
ented to what they are doing and
accomplishing rather than saying,
‘Oh well. I’m a big shot because
o f what I do.’”
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verv receptive," she said. "They said
thev’d start looking into making
changes. The clauses weren't there
because of malicious intent — it’s
just common for any health insur
ance plan.”
Although Harriet celebrated
gains for the transgender commuiiitv, such as the addition of genderneutral bathrooms to Old Union,
she said that transgender students
face a number of other obstacles
besides health care — such as room
mate pairing.

I imagine it will be es
pecially encouraging to
those who are closeted
or questioning their
gender identities.
—Ben Davidson
l,('H t - t a t t ; Dire'i'tor .»iiJ Assist. Dean ofStiufeiits

continued from page 4
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identity issues and w.iys for their of
fices to be more responsive.
“ 1 think the change will send a
strong message to current and pro
spective students — as well as to
faculty and staff — that Stanford
takes the needs of the transgender
members of our community seri
ously” he said. “! imagine it will
be especially encouraging to those
w’ho are closeted or questioning
their gender identities.”
According to Harriet, the cen
tral issue of the transgender rights
campaign was health care discrimi
nation. Harriet said that the student
and faculty health insurance plans
contain clauses that deny care for
transgender-related issues, such as
hormone level monitoring.
“(Vaden administrators] were

a request and it would go through
the same channels; it doesn’t mean
that now there’s a change in pol
icy.”
Executive 1)irector of Student
Housing Rodger W'hitney said that
issues related to making housing
sensitive to the needs of transgen
der students are "under review” by
Housing. Residential Education
and the office of the Vice Provost
for Student Affairs.
"W'e have already been working
w ith a group of students and mem
bers of the ASSU both to explore
some of these issues in support of
transgeiuler students,” Whitney said
in an e-mail to The Stanford Daily.
“|We hope to| determine any im
pact and possible change to any
housing programs or policies going
forward as a result of the recent re
vision in University policy.”
But some students and faculty
said Stanford still has a long way to
go in ensuring transgender rights.
Biological sciences professor Joan
Roughgarden expressed concern
about the phrasing of the Statement
of Nondiscriminatory Policy.
“The second sentence, in which
‘gender identity’ is mentioned, says
only that Stanford will do whatever
is required by the law,” Roughgarden said. “The first sentence is
where the principle of non-discrimiinition is stated, and ‘gender
identity’ is conspicuously missing
there. This revision is an evasion of
responsibility.
“Only Stanford of all the major
Ivies and leading public universities
is silent on the issue of equal rights
and privileges with respect to gen
der identity,” she added.
Harriet also noted that the cit)'
of San Francisco provides health
insurance coverage for transgender
issues and that the University of
California (UC) system has adopted
a similar policy for faculty and staff.
“Stanford is behind the UC sys
tem,” she said. “Stanford has taken a
step forward wdth the nondiscrimi
nation clause, but they’re still be
hind in many respects.”

real name, estimated that the Uni
versity is home to “several dozen”
traiisgender students, faculty and
staff.
With the backing of the LGBTCdLCf a LGBT law student group
called OUTLAW and Safe and
Open Spaces at Stanford, the stu
dents calling for a policy change be
gan meeting with top-level admin
istrators. LGBT-CdLG 1)irector and
•Assistant 1)ean of Students Ben Da
vidson ‘04 said administrators were
w ilhng to learn more about gender

percent o f the participants were
living with a partner, although ap
proximately 50 percent o f the fe
males and 40 percent of the males
reported having a current dating
relationship.
Daniel Kruger, a social and evo
lutionary psychologist at the U ni
versity o f Michigan, said he found
the results a bit hard to evaluate.
“The results are a little am
biguous just because |ofJ the way
the questions were asked.” Kruger
said.
He said the definition o f ro
mance varies and the study never
defined what romance or intimate
relationships meant.
Freshman Matt Morelli said
males may have a different percep
tion of what the term means.
“(»uys don’t really think with
their brain that often,” Morelli
said.
Senior Kristin Johanson said she
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Ex-astronaut back in court,
wants interview, car search tossed
Travis Reed
ASSCX IATKD I’KhSS

t)K l ANDO, Fla. — Former
astronaut I isa Nowak testified
Wednesday she never consented
to a police search of her car after
her arrest and said she felt strongarmed into talking with officers
because they mentioned carjack
ing charges.
She now wants a judge to bar
prosecutors from using evidence
gained from the search and the
five-hour interview, which was
conducted after she was arrested
for allegedly attacking a romantic
rival.
“ It didn’t matter what I did _ 1
had to give him the keys and tell
him where the car was because he
was going to go there anyway,”
Nowak testified at a court hearing
Wednesday.
Detective (diris Becton said
Nowak had nodded her consent to
the search several times and even
wrote down the BMW’s location
for him. Fie also said he told her
her rights.
Nowak denied ever nodding
during pauses in conversation with
Becton. The interview was not
videotaped, and the defense has
criticized police for several inaudi
ble sections in the audio recording.
Nowak said she was misquoted in
the transcript of the audiotape.
Deputy State Attorney Pamela
Davis argued that Nowak, a Navy
captain, was too educated and ac
complished to claim she didn’t
know her rights.
“ I think it’s important to the

court to understand who she re
ally is,” Davis said.
The evidence from the search
includes a map of Shipman’s home,
garbage hags and latex gloves.
(hrcuit judge Marc L. Lubet
did not indicate when he w’ould
rule on the defense motums.
Nowak, 44, was arrested in Feb
ruary after allegedly confronting
("olleen Shipman, the girlfriend
of a former space shuttle pilot
Nowak had been seeing. Authori
ties s.iy Nowak stalked Shipman at
the C'irlando airport and tried to
get into her car, then attacked her
with pepper spray. Shipman was
able to drive away.
Nowak has pleaded not guilty
and her trial is scheduled to be
gin April 7. Her attorney, Donald
Lykkehak, is expected to use a
temporary insanity defense, say
ing Nowak suffered from major
depression, obsessive-compulsive
disorder, insomnia and “brief psy
chotic disorder with marked stressors.
Before Nowak testified, police
Detective C'hris Becton described
her as a cunning subject who tried
wheedling information.
“ 1 would ask her a question.
She would either completely and
totally avoid the question I was
asking or she would ask another
question,” he said. “ It led me to
believe that 1 was dealing with
someone who was extremely in
telligent, very controlled, and basi
cally smarter than 1 was.”
Lykkebak said Wednesday that
Nowak was frantic and exhausted
before she was interviewed by Bec-

A.S.SOC1ATED PKE.SS

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. — Be
fore they leave for Iraq, thousands of
troops with the 101st Airborne Di
vision line up at laptop computers
to take a test: ba.sic math, matching
numbers and symbols and identifying
patterns. They press a button quickly
to measure response time.
It’s all part of a fledgling Army
paigram that recoals how soldiers’
brains work when healthy, giving
doctors baseline ilata to help diag
nose and treat them if they come
back with a traumatic brain injury,
the signature injury of the Iraq war.
“This allows the Army to be
much more proactive,” said Ft. (ad.
Mark McCirail, division surgeon for
the 101 S t. “We doift want to wait
until the soldier is getting out of
the Army to s.iy, ‘But I've had these
syniptonis.’” •
The mandatory hrain-function
tests are starting with the 101st at
Fort ('ainpbell and are expected to
spre.id to other military bases in the
next couple of months, ('ommanders at each base will decide whether
to adopt the program.
The tests provide a standard, ob
jective measurement for each sol-

dier’s reaction time, their short-term
memory and other cognitive skills.
That data would be used when the
soldiers come home to identify mild
brain trauma that can often go un
noticed and untreated.
One veterans group wants to en
sure the Army doesn’t use the results
to deny treatment by claiming that
soldiers’ problems came from pre
existing conditions.
“We certainly think these tests
should not be used to reduce the re
sponsibility that the Army has to treat
the soldiers who have served,” said Ja
son Forrester, director of policy for
Veterans for America.
About 7,.S(K) Fort ('ampbell sol
diers have completed the tests, said
Dr. Robert Schlegel, a University of
( ’iklahoma researcher who adminis
ters the H•-minute exams to soldiers
as they file quickly through a testing
center.
One question asks soldiers to
memorize patterns on the screen and
then identifi- them later among sev
eral ditferent patterns. Other ques
tions require soldiers to match num
bers and symlnils, or complete simple
addition and subtraction problems.
“Everybody functions a bit ditferently in terms of how quickly they
react to things, how well they process

ATLANTA (AP) — The US.
Fish and Wildlife Service has fined a
man SH( K) for Hying dead snakes and
birds inside his luggage tnim South
Korea to Atlanta.
Last month, security officers .it
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta Interiu
tional Airport found 30 snakes, a de.id
bird and pieces of several other birds
in his luggage.
All the animals were dead, but
screeners took extra precautions
because US. Fish and Wildlife offi
cers warned that some of the snakes,
packed inside jars and bottles, coukl
still contain venom.
US. Fish and Wildlife officers is
sued two citations against the man,
one for failing to declare the unusual
cargo and another for vitilating laws
intended to protect endangered spe
Lie'S.

COURTESY PHOTO

Former astronaut Lisa Nowak, right, listens to testimony with her at
torney Cheney Mason during a hearing.
ton. He said the search of Nowak’s
BMW, parked at an airport-area
hotel, was illegal because she never
signed a consent form.
Police said Nowak had driven
nearly 1,000 miles from Houston
to Orlando, using diapers to avoid
taking breaks. Her lawyer says the
diaper claim is not true. Police also
said that when Nowak was arrested
she had a duffel bag that contained
a steel mallet, a 4-inch knife and a
pellet gun.

Nowak, a married mother of
three, told police she just wanted
to talk to Shipman to find out
“where she stands” in the love tri
angle.
She was dismissed from the as
tronaut corps a month after her
arrest.
The judge previously approved
a defense request to remove
Nowak’s GPS ankle monitoring
bracelet, despite Shipman’s oppo
sition.

Arm y testing soldiers’ brains before
sending them to Iraq, Afghanistan
K ristin M. HaU

National

things and remember things and so
forth,” Schlegel said.
Brain injuries caused by explo
sions have become some of the most
common combat wounds suffered
in Iraq. Thirty percent of soldiers
taken to Walter Reed Army Medi
cal Center since 2003 suffered trau
matic brain injuries, according to the
Defense and Veterans Brain Injury
Center.
The brain-injury center, which
has seven facilities around the coun
try’, has seen 2,669 patients between
2(K)3 and 2007. But doctors believe
many less obvious brain-injury cases
go undetected.
Soldiers sometimes walk away
fn>m explosions with no obvious in
juries. But the concussion from the
blast can have a lingering effect that is
not always immediately apparent.
“They look physically normal, but
their neurocognitive pertbrmance is
off,” said Col. Mar\' Lopez, a physi
cian specializing in occupational
therapy.
Most brain injuries are mild, and
soldiers can recover with rest and
time aw.iy from the battlefield. But
the military estimates that one-fifth
of the troops with these mild inju
ries will have prolonged or lifelong
symptoms requiring continuing care.

So little is known about traumat
ic brain injuries that these baseline
readings could become an important
cornerstone for future study.
Even the parameters of the in
jury are not known, like how close
a soldier must be to a blast to suffer
damage, or whether being knocked
unconscious makes a difference, said
Jordan Grafinan, a neuroscience re
searcher at the National Institutes of
Health. Without baseline inforimtion, it is hard to say soldiers are more
impaired after they suffer a serious
brain injury.

“They’re ty'|ncally used in tradi
tional Clhinese or Asian medicine,”
said IXirwin Huggins, Fish and Wild
life agent in charge of Georgia, North
(Carolina and South C'arolina. “Some
of the snakes h.ad scorpions in their
mouths. And they were preserved in
wine. It’s a medicinal type wine that
certain cultures drink.”
• • •
MOSCOW, Idaho (AP) — A
carnival worker who hit a telephone
pole with his SUV blamed the crash
on two friends having sex in the
back seat.
Joshua D. Frank, who had been
living on the Latah County Fair
grounds, pleaded guilty Monday to
a misdemeanor charge of failing to
notify a police officer of a traffic ac
cident. He was fined $188.
Frank told Moscow piolice he was
driving near downtown early Satur
day while a imn and woman were
having sex in the rear of the vehicle.
According to a probable caase af
fidavit. he said the movement caused
the SUV to become “tippy” and he
lost control of it.
Frank. 22, suffered a minor head
wound in the crash and his friends
were treated for unspecified injuries,
according to the affidavit.
• • •
BILLINGS, Mont. (AP) —
Thousands of bees got loose when
the truck carrying their hives ran
off a hi^way and overturned near a
Montana community, the Highway
Patrol said.
State trooper Dell Aman said he
was stung twice but didn’t know of
anyone else who was.
“The public was in no way in dan
ger, as long as they didn’t stop to get
out of their vehicles,” he said. “If they
did get out, they figured out pretty
quickly that that wasn’t the place to
be — no pun intended.”
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People watch a crater in Puno, Peru, caused by a meteorite that crashed
in southern Peru over the weekend, possibly causing hundreds of
people to suffer headaches, nausea and respiratory problems.

Meteorite strikes Peru
Monte Hayes
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LIMA, Peru (AP) — A ticry mete
orite crashed into southern Peru over
the weekend, experts confirmed on
Wednesday. Hut they were still puz
zling over claims that it gave off fumes
that sickened 2( Kt people.
Witnesses told reporters th.it a fier\- hall fell fnmi the sky and sm.ished
into the desolate Andean plain near
the Bolivian border Saturd.iy morn
ing.
Jose Mechare.a scientist with Peru’s
('ieologic.ll, Mining and Metallurgical
Institute, said a geologist had con
firmed that It was a "rocky meteorite,”
b.ised on the fragments analyzed.
He said water in the meteorite's
muddy crater boiled for in.iybe 10
minutes from the heat and could h.ive
given off a vapor that sickened peo
ple, and scientists were taking water
s.iniples.
"We are not completely ceruin
that there was no contamination,”
Mediate said.
Jorge Lopez, director of the health
department in the state wliea* the
meteorite crashed, told the Associated
Press on Tuesd.iy that 2(M) people suffea*d headaches, nausea and Respirato
ry’ problems caused by “toxic” hinies
enianating from the crater, which is
some 65 feet wide and 15 feet deep.
But a team of doctors sent to the
isolated site, 3 1/2 hours travel from

the state capital of Puno, said they
found no evidence the meteorite had
sickened people, the Lima newspaper
F,1 C'oniercio reported Wednesday.
Modesto Montoya, a member of
the team, was quoted as s.iying doctors
also had found no sign of radioactive
contamination among families living
nearby, but had taken blood samples
from 19 people to be sure.
1le said fear m.iy have provoked
psychosomatic ailments.
“When a meteorite falls, it pro
duces horrid sounds when it makes
contact with the atmosphere,” he told
the paper.“It is .is ifa giant mck is be
ing sanded. 1 hose sounds could h.ive
frightened them.”
Justina Lini.iche, 74, told El ( aiiiiercio that when she heard the thundennis roar fmiii the sky, she aban
doned her Hock of .ilpac.is and ran to
her small home with her H-year-old
granddaughter. She said that afrer the
meteorite struck, small Ricks rained
down on the Riof of her house for
several minutes and she feared the
house was going tti collapse.
Meteor expert Ursula Marvin
said that if people were sickened, “it
wouldn’t be the meteorite itself, but
the dust it raises.”
A meteorite "wouldn’t get much
gas out of the Earth,” said Marvin,
who has studied the objects since
Bfril at the Smithsonian AstRiphysical
Observ’atory in (Cambridge, Mass.“It’s
a very superficial thing.”
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JERUSALEM (AP) — Is
rael declared the Palestiniancontrolled Gaza Strip an “enemy
entity” on Wednesday and said it
w'ould cut utilities to the terri
tory, complicating the U.S. plan
to relaunch peace talks aimed at
establishing a separate Palestinian
state in Gaza and the West Bank.
Israel made the provocative
decision hours before Secretary
o f State Condoleezza Rice ar
rived for talks setting up what
President Bush hopes w'ill be
a pivotal international Mideast
peace conference this fall. Rice
neither endorsed nor criticized
Israel’s move.
The decision is likely to re
inforce perceptions ainoiig Pal
estinians and their Arab backers
that Israel will do as it sees fit
regardless o f the cost to civilians,
and that the U.S. will not block
Israel’s hand.

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP)
— Taliban fighters carrying ma
chine guns and rocket-propelled
grenades used children as human
shields during a battle m south
ern Afghanistan on Wednesday,
forcing U.S.-led coalition sol
diers to hold their fire for a time,
the coalition said.
The clash in Uruzgan prov
ince began when more than 20
insurgents attacked a joint Af
ghan and coalition patrol, the
coalition said in a statement.
As aircraft prepared to bomb
the site, “coalition forces as well
as the aircraft identified several
insurgents in one compound us
ing children as human shields,”
the statement said. (îround
troops and the aircraft withheld
fire to avoid injuring the chil
dren, it said.
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‘Wickedly’ entertaining
Janelle E astridge
MUSTANCi DAILY

“Please! It’s all about popular, / it’s not about aptitude, / it’s the way
you’re viewed/ 50 it’s very shrewd to be, / very very popular like me!’’
So ends the song entitled “Popular” (what else?), sung by
Glinda (a.k.a. The Good Witch in the beloved 1939 classic
“The Wizard of Oz”) in “Wicked,” a hit Broadway musical
that has gained immense popularity nationwide since its debut
in 2 0 0 3 . A couple weeks ago — as a way to enjoy the dregs of
summer and because, well, 1 myself wanted to be popular and
experience the popularity of this show for myself— 1 trav
eled to Los Angeles for the day to see the musical and go on a
behind-the-scenes tour of the show with my dad.
(Disclaimer: 1 have never been one to do things merely for
the sake of being popular. However, in certain circumstances,
such as “Wicked,” obviously, doing the popular thing can be
quite enjoyable, and I’m fine with that.)
1 first heard about the “Wicked” sensation in high school
from one of my closest friends (herself a starlet in school and
local musical productions, a girl who was and still is an avid
musical aficionado and an aspiring Broadw'ay actress). She had
heard about, seen and fallen in love with this newest Broadway
hit. And, like many others obsessed with the show; she was
hooked after one viewing.
(Thankfully, though, she is not like many who follow the
show with a near-cult-like attachment, wearing hand-crafted
“Wicked”-adorned paraphernalia to the slunv and carrying
huge, almost life-size posters with them into the auditorium.)
Based on Gregory Maguire’s novel of the same name.

.

arts editor

“ Wicked” acts as a prequel to “The Wizard of Oz,” telling
the back story about what supposedly happened in Oz before
Dorothy even left her home over the rainbow.
The story centers around the unlikely friendship of two very,
very different people: the freakishly green-skinned social outcast
Elphaba (played by Eden Espinosa), who later becomes known
as the Wicked Witch of the West, and Glinda, the iiber-popular,
beautiful blonde who later becomes the Good Witch.
The two are unwillingly paired as roommates w’hile study
ing at the university in Shiz.And,as the story line evolves, they
go from utter loathing of the other to the best of friends.
The actors, the music (especially the music), the dancing, the set,
the costumes — everything, really — is amazing. It’s that simple.
But what made the experience, what gave me an even greater ap
preciation for what 1 later saw, was the “Behind the Etnerald Cairtnn” tour my mom inadvertendy signed my dad atid 1 up for.
When my father and 1 initially entered the lobby, we ex
pected what we thought was an early-evening show to be
gin soon and thought that the show-and-tell area was just a
standard for this particular show. Although 1 was at first disap
pointed, in retrospect learning more about the show helped in
understanding why the show is as popular as it is.
The tour is led by two of the supporting actors — Laura 1)ysarezyk, a swing (someone who is required to know all the parts) in
the pmduction, and Matthew' Stocke, who plays the witch’s father
— and includes an up-close look at the elaborate costumes, intricate
w’igs and preliminary models of the set used by the cast and crew.
The pair prosided detailed explanatuins of each of the items on dis-
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M83 — “ D ig ita l Shades Vol. 1” (liMI)
N ot an ofTicial MS3 ivlease,, but a krautrock via shoegaze
beginning to MS.Vs e.\i]iiisitely molded ambient side
projects.
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( l . t ' i ai i t
,\ i .iibci stiMÍglufL>r\\.ud solo effort b\ Some Youth's noisy,

.lit rock .itu ion.ido te.uuiCN a tew tr.u ks with |. :\l.iseis.

see Wicked, page 1 1
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Popular musical “Wicked,” which portrays the life of the
Wicked Witch of the West before Dorothy travels over the
rainbow, is an amazing experience.
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Stars, director talk ‘Jane Austen Book Club’
Matt Brennan

not like I’m hop
ing to do the jane
7^
Austen film that
A
would stop all
others, although
there would be
some advantage,
4 »
some merit in
^ *.*■*
that ... The truth
is that all these
i» V
films being made
shows that people
ill our society are
^ €3
obsessed by her
COURTESY PH O rO S
now more than
Emily Blunt and Marc Blucas (left) and Kathy Baker (right) portray characters whose lives resemble
e\er.”
scenes from jane Austen’s novels in “The Jane Austen Book Club,” which hits theaters tomorrow.
1)ancy, who
studied literature at Oxford, possesses a charming, unkempt though she were trying to discover something about you as
coyness that offsets the utter Hawlessness of his gr.iy blazer, vou try to discover something about her. EJuid pro quo.
pressed w hite shirt and gelled twirls of brown hair. He seems
Her friendliness is no cover for stupidity, however. She is
almost uncomfortable in his growing fame; his eyes dart around well-versed in Austen’s work and, like Dancy, takes the charac
the room, focusing more intently on the warp and weave of terization involved in a romantic comedy quite seriously.
the riowered tablecloth than on the questioner’s pair of eyes.
“I actually thought Bernadette was quite lonely and insecure,”
But Dancy’s education and pedigree are obvious. He under she said of the character’s relationship with the other members of
stands character, and is able to articulate that understanding, the book club.“I think she’s a person who puts on a bright face,
better than almost anyone — even inadvertently.
but actually she goes home at night, by herself, and reads books...
“Buddy, in ‘Evening,’ is utterly uncomfortable in his ow'ii I find that she needs the book club more than anybody.”
skin,” he said when 1asked him about playing Americans in both
For her part. Baker sees Austen as an older, m.iybe slightly
“The jane Austen Book Cdub” and this summer’s “Evening.” more buttoned-up version of contemporary concerns.
“By the end of the story you realize he’s just deeply unhappy
“She’s just compelling. We’re sort of in an Austen lovefest these
with who he is, and Cirigg was the classic case of someone who’s days, since‘Clueless.’ (And) it’s not just a girl thing. It’s love, it’s sex,
absolutely comfortable in his own skin and not embarrassed by it’s hookin’ up. We recognize ourselves in her characters.”
his oddities... IMaying Cirigg was a nice contrast, a nice antidote,
Too true, even if references to the Keira Knightley version of
and I didn’t even stop to think about them being American.”
“Bride and Brtjudice” enter the questioning more frequently than
But Kathy Baker, who plays Bernadette, the organizer and any words Austen ever wrote, if the frame of reference shrinks to
matriarch of the book club, makes eye contact as few film ac include only Film and celebrity to the detriment of everything
tors do in these situations. Kather than asking you w'ith her else. At the Beverly Wilshire there’s no suggestion that any of the
eyes to move along, to keep the flow’ of autograph seekers journalists have read much Austen, but they’ve certainly seen the
going at a steady pace, she attempts to hold your gaze. It’s as movie.
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Somcwhorc bctwcL'ii “I’m catching a cold because I was cov
ering Emmy night ” and “There hasn’t been an original movie
'iiice‘Memento,’’’the How of dramatic possibility inside the Bev
erly Wilshire I lotel shifts, almost imperceptibly, in a new direction.
Somewhere between discussing the merits of“3:l(l to Yuma’’and
complaining about an upcoiiiing“l'olo event,” at the crossro.ids of
sleek Voss water bottles anil goblets of juice, the thread is lost.
(T'lebrity culture is e.isily seen, in these air-conditioned rooms
i. licking with idle chatter and a multitude of Black Berrys, to be less
the fiult of the celebrities than the journalists that cover them.
Ellis is journalism as spa treatment.
But if the frame of reference for the scribes huddled around
the table of Suite 7()‘> is the frame of a paparazzo’s lens instead
of a Picasso painting — a frame in which certain publications
prize gossip and blurb over real answers to real questions —
the minds behind “The jane Austen Book Cdiib,” w hich opens
Friday, are refreshingly cerebral.
“One of the watchword phrases for me in this film was
’continuous partial attention,’ which is from a Thomas Eriednian column,” said Kobin Swicord, the writer and director.
“We’re focused on everything a little bit, and we sort of live
111 this fractured state, which makes the focus necessary to read
— and the focus necessary to really know one another and to
create community — hard to come by.”
jane Austen a m n hom.is Friedman, for those who’ve never
been to a Hollywood press junket, are not e.xactly perennial
topics of discussion.
But then again, “The jane Austen Book Cdub,” which
frames the lives and loves of five women and one man in con
temporary C'alifornia with the lessons of Austen’s own work, is
not exactly a perennial kind of romantic comedy.
“The truth is that, ever since that ‘Pride and Prejudice’ [the
19% BBC' miniseries with C'olin Firth),it s been an ongoing thing,
and It shows no signs of stopping,” said Hugh Dancy, who plays
Cirigg. the sole man in the book club, about the cinematic popu
larity of jane Austen.“! think of this as the meta-jane Austen. It’s

New M TV show dares to swing both ways
Jennifer H ein e
THE REVIEW (C . DfXAWARE)

Sixteen lesbians and 16 hetero
sexual men will charm the interests
of a bisexual woman in the up
coming MTV reality dating show
“A Shot at Love with Tila Tequi
la.” The 25-year-old model main
squeeze. Tila Tequila, has the high
est number of friends in the history
of MySpace.
The Finalists will hve tc^ther inTequib’s mansion. Each episode she will
elinunate suitors in a dramatic ceremo
ny as they vie for her alFection.
Larry Peterson, Faculty coordina
tor For the minor in sexualities and
gender and professor of music at the
University of Delaware, says he likes
how bisexualitv issues will be «iven

T R C C

attention.
“1 like the idea that a show is
dealing with bisexuality,” Peterson
said.“l think that anything that will
stimulate conversation about it is
good.”
Angela Capello, social chair for
HAVEN, the lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender and allies group on
campus, says the show is a positive
advancement for giving awareness
to gay, lesbian and bisexual people.
“It probably won’t be the best image
we have of gays, lesbians and bisexuals,
but it’s gotxl we get the nies.sage across
that we still exist,” Capello said.
Sociology professor Antonia
Randolph states in an e-mail mes
sage the series will give more atten
tion to tolerating homosexuals.
“In particular, the show gives vis-

U
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ibility to bisexuals, a segment of the
gay population that is not acknowl
edged much by gays or straights,”
Randolph says.
Peterson says it’s hard to give
an opinion on the series without
seeing it first, but also thinks the
show could create more tolerance
for bisexuals From both the straight
and gay communities. Peterson says
even some members o f the gay
community will not acknowledge
bisexuality.
“If the girl who’s the lead really
comes across as genuine, I think that
will do a lot of good,” he said.
Sophomore Jessica O ’Hara is un
sure whether the show will be ex
ploiting or promoting gays, lesbians
and bisexuals.
“It depends on how they’re por
trayed in the show, because media
can skew perception,” O ’Hara said.
junior SteF'anie Sframeli thinks
“A Shot At Love” will ridicule gay
culture.
“Anything that’s on MTV is

mocking something,” SF'rameli said.
“Even ‘The Hills’ is mocking valley
girls.” Sophomore Torsten joerger
says he doesn’t see much value in “A
Shot At Love.”
“I can’t understand why people
would watch it,”joerger said.
Randolph says the reality show
will help promote tolerance of gay
identity, but questions if the show
will play into preconceived ideas.
“1 fear the show may play to the
stereotype of bisexuals as greedy or
indecisive, and I also fear that it may
play to straight male fantasies about
sex hptween women,” Randolph
said.
junior Peter Kenny said he would
watch the show because he wonders
if tensions would erupt between fe
male, lesbian contestants.
“Chances are there would be
two girls kissing,” Kenny said.
Capello says the show will be for
viewers’ entertainment.
“It’s going along with the trend
the media has of giving people what

they want,” Capello said.
The reality series will premiere
Tuesday, Oct. 9, at 1():(M) p.m. “A
Shot At Love” is MTV’s first serial
ized dating show.
Randolph suggests the series
“capitalizes on the current interest
in a certain version of female sexual
freedom,” as do shows such as “Girls
Gone Wild.”
“While the fact of female bisex
uality is not the least bit outrageous
and is mundane, the representation
of female bisexuality on TV is un
common,” Randolph said.
Randolph questions if television
networks would ever shoot a reality
show with a bisexual man.
“The show reflects the fact
American society is more com
fortable viewing homosexuality
or bisexuality in women,” Ran
dolph said. “I don’t think MTV
would do a show o f this kind with
bisexual men, because o f notions
we have about masculinity and
sexuality.”
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B e c o m in g J a n e 1:30, 4 :1 0 , 6 :4 5 , 9 :1 5
T h e B ra v e O n e 1:45, 4 :30 , 7 :15 , 10:00
S u p e rb a d 2 :30 , 5 :0 0 , 7 :3 0 , 10:10
M r. W o o d c o c k 1:45, 3 :45 , 5 :45, 7 :45 , 10:30
T h e B o u rn e U ltim a tu m 1:40, 4 :1 0 , 7 :00, 9:45
D e a th a t a F u n e ra l 1:10, 3 :20 , 5 :40 , 7 :50 , 10:00
S h o o t ‘E m U p 1:30, 3 :45 , 6 :0 0 , 8 :15 , 10:30

3 :1 0 to Y u m a 4 :0 0 , 7 :0 0 , 10:00
D ra g o n W a rs 3 :20, 5 :3 5 , 7 :55 , 10:20
S ta rd u s t 9 :4 5
B a lls o f F u ry 3 :30, 5 :4 5 , 8 :0 0 , 10:15
M r. B e a n ’s H o lid a y 5 :2 5 , 7 :30
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K losterm ans book observes
more 'Curious’ pop culture
“Things th.u might bo truo,” the second portion of the
novel, asks the readers a series of hypothetical (.¡uestions deal
ing with Klostennan's opinionated columns that follow.
C^luR'k Klostcrman's tburth novel, “ IV: A 1)ecade of
Works in this section include a piece in which KlosterCUirioiis IVople and 1)angen)iis Ideas,” is noticing sliort man s|uestions the integrity of the Olympics and the mil
ofa pop eiiluire plienoinenon.
lions o f“fau.\" fans behind it. Klosternian feels as though
riie book contains a collection of Klostennan's ar people care for the Olympics only because thev h.ive
ticles, columns from the various publications he has to.Why should spectators have to nuit tor athletes the\
worked for and a short fictional novella. “IV" serves as h.ive never heard of that are partaking in sports the\ nor
an anthologN’ to Klostennan's highly successful career as a mally would never care for? Klosternian compares this
critic, ess.iyist. sports writer and
to M I V's “Real World"
pop culture aficionado.
and “Road Rules C'halrhe novel is broken dcnvn
lenges."
into three sections: “Things
Wdiy should millions
that are true,” “Things that
of \iewers waste their
might be true" and “Some
time watching complete
thing that isn't true at all."
strangers competing for
Now, being somewhat of a
some prize?! hese shows
'
A
do not h.ive anything to
cultural cynic invself, 1 find
do with a normal per
nothing but sheer pleasure
son's everyd.iy life. 1 am
while indulging in one of
sure most of the read
Klostennan's brilliant novels.
ers, including mvself,
Klosternian has the abil
are KK) percent guilty
ity to take a subject like the
' ■
1
I
of this, r-or instance, af
forever loved television show
ter watching“! he Hills"
“The Wonder Years" and com
this past Moiukiy night,
pare it to America's current
I found myself (embar
foreign relations. It is not ev
rassingly)
discussing the
eryday I name drop haul I’feGist's careers, lifestyles
itfer and W innie C'ooper along
and relationships as if
with Nicolas Sarkozy and Ihll
they were my own dear
C'linton in the same sentence.
friends. I'his emphasizes
(Side note: It both amuses and
Klostennan's
theories
MITMOROF
frightens me to know that
on
how
pop
culture
toK lU J N O W a iS E L F TO LIVE
most likely the m.ijority of
d.iy dominates society .is
AND S B C O m iG S, AN D CO CO A PU FFS
those who will read this par
a whole.
COURTESY PHOTO
ticular review w'ill not know
The final installment
that Nicolas Sarkozy is the No one is safe in Chuck Klosterman’s newest novel, of the novel, “Some
current President of France which critiques pop culture with wit.
thing that isn’t true at
but indeed will familiarize
all,” is actually a previ
Winnie C'ooper and Kevin Arnolds fictional television ously unpublished novella by Klosternian. Though the
plot line may he fictional, the protagonist is based on
romance.)
Alas,“IV” serves as a portal for its audience to gain a Klostennan’s different personalities.
Klostennan’s fourth novel, “A Decade of CTirious
new perspective on today s cultural societ\’.
The first part of the novel is entitled, “Things that People and Dangerous Ideas,” Hows like an essay-styled
are true.”This particular section includes an assortment first-person narrative. Klosternian uses elements of par
o f interviews and trend stories published by Kloster- ody and satire to propose his myriad of theories that
man. “Things that are true” portrays Klostennan’s may or may not he considered true.
uninhibited talent to bring out his interview’ees’ true
I am sun.” that many a*.iders will disaga*e and even hate
characters. Take for instance his interview' with Ra Klostennan’s opinions on life and culture. However, I am
diohead’s Thom Yorke and its debate on what people .ilso sure that many readers will adore his biting hypotheses
take from its music. They make the point that anyone and criticisms on concepts fixini McNuggets to monogamy.
can debate whether the lyrics of “Hail to the T hief”
Klosternian is the type of author people either love
are meant to be political or if they are about love and or loathe because they basically think he is full of it. This
heartbreak. The point of music is to find its signifi novel is filled with opinions from cover to cover, so those
cance in our own w'ay.
who are not open-minded will surely he disappointed.
Klosternian also brings this similar subject up with
Klostennan’s hook is like a beer-fueled debate a
the legendary Robert Plant. Is Led Zeppelin the true group of friends would share at a party or bar. I would
inventor of heavy metal? Klosternian and Plant him recommend this hook to anyone W’ho calls themselves
self delve into a complex yet passionate discussion about pop culture-savvy, or anyone who enjoys a witty ap
proach to popular media-influenced topics.
Zeppelin’s iiiHuence on rock music altogether.
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pl.iy while inte rtw in in g
stories
of
their ow n ex
periences in
showbiisiness.
,Mv f.ivorite was a
dem onstra
tion of how
the 5( l-pliis
wigs for the
east are made.
File process,
apparentlv.iiiclikles se\’er.il
painstaking
steps. from
Saran-wrap
ping an ac
tor's head and
securing this
with tape to
C O l’RIT.SY P H O rO
make a per “Behind the Emerald Curtain,” a tour which gives a
fect mold to behind-the-scenes look at the musical “Wicked,” is
individually almost as stunning as the musical itself.
attachiiui
strands of human hair to netting
cess. Tour-goers were only allowed
added to the molding with a needle in the seating section of the theater
and thread.
— whoopty-do — but the internal
Seeing all the items up-close and architecture of the building is beau
personal, it was obs ioiis that each of tiful, making just this short glimpse
them had been carefully and clev of the near-empp' theater well
erly crafted. Attention to detail is key, worth it.
and this is evident in the outcome of
C^venill, “Wicked" is just that:
the perfornuince itself
wicked. And the “Behind the Emer
We .ilso went on a brief tour of ald Chirtain" tour — like the show it
the Fantages Theatre and saw three self— is a in.igic.ll journey enshrined
short films on the production pro in ca*ati\'it\ and imauination.

UNIVERSITY UNION
ADVISORY BOABO
Representatives needed

College of Liberal Arts
College of Business
A pplications available
asi. caipoiy. edu/govem m ent
or
S tudent Government o ffice
UU202

Applications due:
Septem ber 26
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Fashion plays favorites when it
conies to words.
There are certain phrases used
so often to describe so many differ
ent things that even some industry
insiders are unsure what they really
mean.
Veronica Webb, the modelturned-TV host who isTim (tunn's
partner on Bravo fashion fix-it show
“Tim (funn’s (iuide to Style” trans
lates what eseryone is saying:

fabric, or with .in lnten.^tlng constnicrion detail like a bias cut. or an up-tothe-minute detail like the high waist
we’re seeing so much of this se.ison."
•A marria^ffe o f American
sportswear and European luxur}’.

“Sportswear construction .is in
loose and easy pants, and a slip-on
top in an incredible fabric — textiles
really do make a garment look and
feel sensual and expensive — and
finishing details like rolled hems and
loop stitching common in men’s tai
loring and European work rooms.”

Classic u>ith a twist.
“,‘A , 'wanlmhe ' eS.<etituil such ’ áY A,

trench,coat or a black skut in a tcx;hno

•

Utilitarian chic in a modern way.

.
“Jeans, /cargo

pants, T-shirts

University Union
Recreation Center
Sports Complex

ASI «HI tw <v»ry «tudvoc » conoKOon

STUOeNTGOVtfNMCNT

ASI Student Government

Executive Cabinet

are utilitarian items. The most
modern T-shirts are totally seam
less, woven in one single piece
and they have great shoulders to
boot.
I think Levi's does a great job
of reinventing a classic jean in a
modern way with laser cutting
and tailoring.”

Work with the ASI President to make
Improvements on campus
P o s itio n s in clu d e:
• U n iv e rs ity A ffa irs
• S tu d e n t O u tre a c h & C a m p u s issu es
•
E n v iro n m e n ta l A ffa irs
• C o m m u n ity R e la tio n s
• L e g is la tiv e A ffa irs
• G re e k R e la tio n s & P u b lic A ffa irs

•A ju.xtaposition o f modernity and
classicism.

“Simple in two words: Azzedine
Alaia.”

Cftecft out our website for details arid an application

•Youthful elegance.
•

•
•
•

tQtheuAmviftcoKegeexperience

Fashion speak made easy
Sam antha C ritch ell

Join a student group
that oversees ASI
facilities, including:

“Little black dress, string of pearls
and bright patent leather heels from
Christian LoUboutin.”

asi.cal|)oly.t‘dii/j*ou‘riinu'iit
lu y im o a v iR N M C N !

ASI

Will t i c o > 'c r y c t i .

Ici't

•> ( . a n i ’c ^ t i o c

lo Uu;

u l t i n i o l e COiKvi«? o ^ p e n i M i c o .
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e d it o r in c h ie f Knsten

■r.ill
m a n a g in g e d it o r Rvan

'*|•and
n e w s e d it o rs Sara Hamilton,
)• .ma Magnoli
w ire e d it o r Christina Casci
s p o rt s e d it o r oshua Ayers
a s s is t a n t s p o r t s e d it o r
Raciiel Gellman
a r t s e d it o r s Janelle Eastridge,
B''00ke Robertson
p h o to e d it o r Graig Mantle
p h o t o g ra p h e rs Nick Cama
cho, Graig Mantle
d e s ig n e d it o r Lauren Rabaino
c o p y e d it o r s Donovan Aird,
Jessica Ford, Megan Madsen, Sara
Wright
la y o u t m a n a g e r Andrew
Santos-johnson
ad d e s ig n e rs Sara Kimmelmann, Kelly McCay, Andrew
Santos-johnson, Melissa Titus
a d v e rtis in g re p r e s e n t a t iv e s
ai Sie Carlson, Megan Dillevjes• Schroeder Charlotte Lillev
fa c u lt y a d v is e r oeorge
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write a letter
Mustang Daily reserves ‘ le
•■'.■' t to edit letters for grannmar,
prr,C.mties ana length. Letters,
co.'-rv.entanes and cartoons do
: * ’-ep’'esent the views of the
M .--ang Daily. Please linnit ‘ength
t- 130 v.ords. Letters should in
clude tne writer's full name, pnone
rumner, major and class standing.
L
rpu5^ come from a Cal Polv
c - : account. Do not sena letters
as ■■ attachment. Please sena me
to-' ' ";he bodv of the e-mail.
By e-m a il:
.ungdaiiyopinionsiS^mail.com
By m ail:
. -'.ers to the Eaitor
- j yg 26. Room 226
■ Poly SLO. CA 93407

corrections
T '6 Mustang Daily staff takes
pi ice 'H publishing a daily newspa
per ’or the Cal Poly camous ana
the neighboring community. We
appreciate your readership and
are thankful for your careful read
ing. Please send your correction
suggestions to m u stan g d aily @
gm ail.com .

notices
T-e Mustang Daily is a "designat
ed DuDiic forum." Student editors
have ’ull authority to make all con
tent decisions without censorship
or advance approval.
T^e Mustang Daily is a free news
paper however the removal of
more than one copy of the paper
per aay is subject to a cost of 50
cents per issue.
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bucks for
Baker a bad call
university president was taken into consideration and
Guess w hat — it Iiappened. .•\^ain.
averaged
out, and the C'SU just fell short. But that's
just when you thouitln lu* eouldn't nuke any more,
the e S U Board ot Trustees go and give our presi not the whole story.
dent another raise. A wliopping S24.S37 raise, not to
What really happened was that CPEC only looked
mention that he is supplied with a ShO.onn annual at a total of 20 universities. These universities were
housing allowaiiee (even tliough lie could live in the meant to mirror the CSU in some way. So CPEC
president's house on eampus for
chose to look at five each unifree) and can receive .m assigned
........
versities in the northeast, north
university vehicle or receive
central, southern and western
$12.000 for an annual vehicle
regions — with five private
allowance imeaning he could
Your actions today
universities among them. Flow
buy a small car annually).
you possibly come up with
make it very clear that can
Face it; t')ur university presi
a realistic analysis of how much
dent luwv makes more than the
executive salaries are
university presidents are paid
governor of Galifornia.
across the country if you are
the only issues this
But liaker isn't the problem.
only looking at 20 schools? And
Sure. 05 percent of you have
board seems to address. to compare a school like CSU
newer met the man (or you have
San Marcos to USC? Come on.
We wish you would
and you just didn't realize it) and
As a result, the lowest-paid CSU
resent him for it, and it's true —
find the same level o f
president now makes $270,000
as the president of Gal Poly, he
and will undoubtedly see sev
determination when
should seek out .i little more
eral more raises m the future.
face time with the students. But
dealing with sk} rock
Several officials say the pay
there's no disagreeing that he
eting fees and over
raise came at a bad time and
does a lot fur our schcusl — just
they really couldn't he more
because you don't sri.- it doesn't
crowded classrooms
right. Student fees have gone
mean he's not affecting sour ev
that yon do when
up $S4 per ijuarter and are now
eryday life as a student. In f.u't.
tw u e what they were five years
providing executives'
if it weren't for him. none of
.igo — not to mention that the
you philosophy, d.mcc. theater
raises.
faculty still aren't completelv
or MLL majors would be here.
vitisficd. It IS imbeliev.ihle to
He pushes hard for science and
think that only two people m
—Lillian Faiz
math, and he's a huge reason w hy
(
'.ililornu
A
sM
H
i.uinii
pri'M
ilciit
the Board of Friistees' ilivciisour schisol e\eii receives private
.......... .
Nion were m opposition to this
donations that fund scholarships
¡iroposai.
and buildings.
The president of the California Faeulrv .Asso
Still. S32S.2<tV* IS a bit e.xcessive. That's more than
ciation,
Lillian Taiz, said to the Friistees on Tuesdav;
most tamilies make collectively. And within the last
two sears, these t!SU executives have received 34.7- "Your actions tod.iy make it verv clear that executive
salaries are the only issues this board seems tlererperceiit s.dars mcre.ises
But forget merit — the w orst part is tlut tile central mmeil to address. We wish you would tiiul the same
.ugument for w in these 2h officials shouKl ivccise a level of determiiiatioii when de.iling with skyrock
laisL- is that other umversines across the country make eting fees and overcrovvdeil cl.issrooms that you do
4P percent more than them on .iver.igc. N.iturally. this w hen prov idmg executives' raises "
.irgument makes u muiiuI like the pay of every last
.And thev still iror raises .mv vv.iv.

LETTERS
T O T H E E D IT O R
Something’s wrong here
I am a eiigmeermg senior
trying to graduate next quarter.
Unfortunately. I registered last
and can't get the courses I need
despite trving. uiisueeesslully, to
crash over lO different classes.
This problem must be pretty
universal because i see the same
tired faces getting rejected from
class after class. I can't hold
individual departments to blame;
they are stretched to the breaking
point as It is.

Fhe admimstration is .uioiiier
storv. Cal Fob has admitted
a record number of students,
preventing mam stiuieiits t'rom
getting the classes thev need.
.As a student population of
over !'>.(«Id. we have the ability
and obligation to hold the
administration accountable for
their incompetence. We need to
organize, marc h. pic ket, sit in. and
fight until our voices are heard.
However, it seems like most
students here don't really care
enough to fight for change, but I
want to be proven wrong.
My email is kblaiic]iii(t/,calpoly.
edii; email me and show your
support, hate, or indifference.

Tliis problem atfe ts .ili of ns.
and together we c.m make rhiiigs
ehaftjre.
Kevin Ulanquics
MtUcnals nionm

.'•aiior

Shoot for free? Really?
It is siire mee to break iip
thè l'otterv Barn ‘’atino " once
in a vvhile, even if it is otily to
acknowledge tliose o f us oiit
tliere that despise thè pottery
barn and greek offsprmg lifestyle.
Biit an ad for a shooting ranger
Advertising thè good .American
v.iliies .1 la ‘T m gonna biiy me a
gmi "il defeiid mahself." With thè
spawmng of thè sehool shooting
trend m thè last few vears. would

Have something to say?
S e n d a le t t e r to t h e e d ito r !
Submit your thoughts, opinions, rants and raves in 250 words or less to

mustangdailyopinions@gmail.com

What you could
buy
¡ with B a k e r’s
I

l l W

i

351

parking
permits

r students’
tall tuition

9,35

burritos at
the Avenue^

biology 111
te:ixtbooks

29,837
10-page
English papers
t a in t e d

at the library

l U

RAHAINO

Ml s R \ , . n .iiY

school newspaper be a good
place ti> place this ad? Certanilv
fur the giiii indiistrv. but mav be
not for the sihmvl. If someone's
heart goes out to shoevting (why
on earth it would do that... only
HE knows), please find a hangout
for yourself and your buddies.
If I pic k up a .Mustang Daily, I
really don't need to be informed
about the local shooting range.
Although, tempting as it sounds,
as a privileged Call\)ly student
I could “SH CKrr FC)R FREE
with purchase o f 2 boxes of
'ammo'."
Christine Haeussling
.1

lo u n itilif iii M in o r

13
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Identity theft — one victim s
Jeremy Tang
n i l AC'DRN (l)RI W I .)

ILcmcinhcr a tew months ago wlion those tunny Chtihank eonnnereials aired on TV?
You know wliat I’m talking about — they involved a
character whose voice was dubbed over by another’s voice
but the accent or tone ot voice did not match the tace.
For instance, there would be someone's grandmother
on the screen with the voice of some nerdy male brag
ging about spending X amount of dollars on someone else’s
credit card.
These commercials warned consumers about identity
theft and how your information is vulnerable to the public.
Why should 1 care, it will never happen to someone like
me, right?
I’m a college student who knows how computers work,
how to set up firewalls and who understands the discreet
mathematics that credit card companies and banks use to
protect me from hackers — in short. I’m not comput
er illiterate nor an idiot, so I had nothing to fear. Or so 1
thought.
Last Thursd.iy, I went to Tilghman Lot to pay for a park
ing permit, and since I don’t carry Sino worth of bills on
me at all time, 1 stopped by the business otVice to pay for my
permit with my debit card.
Low and behold, my card was declined. I was confused
abtnit this since 1 had wtrrked over the summer and barely
broke S2(Hl for my textbooks this semester — that’s ama/ing
for a science nujor.
I handed over my credit card and thought nothing of
it. When it didn’t work, I thought to myself it must be the
machine and made a mental note to call the bank later that
week.
The next day, I needed to buy supplies for my photogra
phy class, and once again, my card was declined.
I spent my lunch calling the number on the back of my
debit card and after a painful five minutes of voice machines
that tell you to push, 1, for English and, 2, tor Español, eight

Avoid

Burnout

minutes of being told that I haven’t called the right number
and needed to be transferred to another department — okay
folks, there was one number on the card, 1 fail to see how
1 called the wrong number — and Id minutes trying to
interpret someone’s thick Indian accent, I discovered my
debit card was on hold, because there were some fraudulent
charges made on it.
The customer service lady also told me that despite my
23 minutes of waiting on the phone, she could not do any
thing about my account and that 1 needed to talk to some
one at my bank about my “issues.”
Luckily for me, 1 live only 15 minutes aw.iy from Drew
by car and took two of my friends on a trip down to Route
10.

The bank, thankfully, was very understanding of my situ
ation. We looked at my credit history for the last couple of
months and realized that the fraudulent charges had been
occurring since 1 left Drew last semester.
The bank manager looked me squarely in the eyes and
said, “Are you sure you didn’t make a purchase for this?”
How do you suppose 1 figured out what the fraudulent
charges were? I lespite knowing where and what 1 spent my
money on, 1 apparently made subscriptions to the following
sites: Match.com, AniericaiiSingles.net and SinglesNet.com.
I looked at the manager and said, with as much composure
as I could, yes, 1 am very sure that I never visited these
sites.
He tried to bring up the ptiint that maybe I visited the
sites and subscribed to them but cancelled, and 1 once again
assured him that 1 would rather be dead than caught on any
one of these sites.
He called the sites, and I’m sure he had to sit through the
five minutes of voice machines as he pushed a button every
3<i seconds on the number pad before he got to someone.
The site apparently suspected that there was a fraudulent
charge made on my debit card. Sometimes, fraud is obvious
since the name that person gives doesn’t match the billing
address of the card, but in this case, whoever signed up for
these sites surprisingly put my name in the registration.The

Think ypu have
something fQ ,

say
Apply to be a Mustang Daily
columnist and see your column
online or in print every week.
.i

www.mustangdaily.com
U/eVegotplentyofdistrQCtioiu.

Come by the Milstang Daily office in
building 26, room 226 to pick up an
application and contact the editors at
756-1796 for rn S B B ^ n n ation .
Applications are di^^^^B nesday, September 26.

company reimbursed me and said they would do their best
to track down the charge before the manager hung up.
The manager told me that we were lucky to get reim
bursed quickly, since it usually takes a few weeks to clear
up identity theft, and proceeded to check up on the other
two sites. 1 got my money back, my card was shredded up,
and 1 was told that a new one would be sent to me as soon
as possible.
1 know I’ve written a humorous anecdote of w hat hap
pened to me last week, but that should not belittle the point
that 1 want to make.The scary thing about this is that 1 had
my card in my wallet the entire time, and someone still
managed to get a hold of my information.
I’m not saying that I’m the most careful person when it
comes to security,but like I’ve stated before. I’m not an idiot
w hen it comes to these kinds of things. The manager told
me that someone could have used my information when
I bought an item online or such, but he also hypothesized
that someone could h.ive gotten my information any time 1
handed over my card to p,iy a bill at a restaurant or store.
1 know we want to think that we live in a safe and dandy
little world, but the truth is that people just don’t care about
your privacy and money — people want easy money and
identity theft is definitely one w.iy to get ahold o f it.
Some may even justify identity or credit card theft by
s,iying that the company or bank would reimburse fraudu
lent charges anyw.iy, so therefore he or she is only stealing
from the corporation and not fmm the individual.This jus
tification is bullshit.
In college, we learn that there are a lot o f gray areas in
the way we should view things, but this is clearly a black
and white case. Am I mad that someone managed to be
come Jeremy Tang and try to freehiad o tfo f my credit? Not
really.
I’m more curious to what type of person would do some
thing like this, and as my friends like to joke, somewhere out
there, there is a lonely single claiming to be Jeremy Tang and
trying desperately to lumk up with another lonely soul on
the Internet.

Want to be a part of the Mustang Daily?

Apply to be a photographer.
----

Be surprised.
Learn something new.
Rnd direction.
t

Graduate and Intern Opportunities
Think about everything you want from a career, and then ask who can make you the perfect offer.
Decide whether you want to work for another firm, or for a firm where we actually do believe that our
graduates are the future. With the support of a parent bank with a balance sheet of over £1.1 trillion,
we have offices in 26 countries employing over 15,700 people.
Only ten years old, we are expanding every year. So yes, we are a world leading investment bank, but we
are also a meritocracy where the individual is valued, but the team is paramount. We truly believe we are
different. So, if you have an outstanding degree, visit our website for more information and to apply
on line.

Barclays Capital will also be at the LA Career Forum on 21 -22 September 2007 at the
Renaissance Hollywood Hotel.
Hope to see you there!
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Johnny
continuedfrom page 12
repeat — three games! Let me put this
into perspective tor everyone. In 2(K)f),
Kandy Moss had 42 catches, 353 yards
and three touchdowns, in 13 games!
Now, I’m not saying Barden is Moss,
hut numbers don’t lie. He is on pace to
shatter school and national records. C'lh
yeah, he’s 6-toot-6 and 230 pounds. Can
you say BAOlO?
Since the first moment 1 saw Barden,
I felt that he didn’t belong in PCS (for
merly I-AA) football. How did Poly
get so lucky? I don’t care how raw you
are coming out of high school; the big
schools just don’t miss guys like this.
I read an article by Bill Simmons the
other day that summed up Barden. Sim
mons wrote about seeing superstar ath
letes in street clothes and how they are so
intriguing tor two reasons. First, they are
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Crossword

A cross
I Moon and Starr,
for short
4 Where Home
Depot was
founded
II The Jaguars, on
scoreboards
14 Sharjah's locale;
Abbr
15 Tinseltown
doings
16 TV title character
voiced by Paul
Fusco
17 Mess up
18 Where to see a
crown
19 The Engineers
of coll, athletics
20 & 22 Actor with
a black belt in
aikido
24 Office expense
25 Cigarette
detritus
20 T il Have to Say
I Love You in a
Song" singer,
1974

15
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29 Card game with
no cards below
seven
30 Force along
32 Some in Spam
33 Item sought in
the spring
36 President with a
bridge in
Montreal named
after him
42 Consumer’s
enticement
43 More smarmy
44 Protein building
block, for short
45 Snap
48 Don’t do it
49 Univ. with an
annual mystery
hunt since 1980
50 Champion figure
skater Cohen
52 Some dashes
53 He said “Great
art picks up
where nature
ends”

just so much bigger than Regular people.
Second, they just move so effortlessly.
Both of these are true in Baalen’s case.
Simmons wrote about when he saw
Kevin 1)urant walking, and how it didn’t
look normal, how he “glided” when he
walked. How when he saw 1)urant it was
just obvious that this kid was put on this
earth to play sports for a living. Ramses
Barden was the first person I thought of
while reading this.
1 have been Barden’s biggest fan from
the moment I first saw him. 1just envi
sioned him having games like he just had,
dominating from start to finish, being a
man amongst boys.
I just imagined some over achieving,
5-foot-9 BAC-IO reject from Western
Oregon trying to cover this guy. Being
in Kansas City, I don’t have the chance
to watch firsthand. But all of you, on the
other hand, watch and enjoy. I promise
he won’t disappoint!

58 Be disqualified,
in the 8-Down
Comparable
Wall in
Bring up
“Who Let the
Dogs Out” group
66 Like some
friendships
Down
Knights’ journeys
Hungarian
composer who
wrote "The
Miraculous
Mandarin"
Star near
Venus?
___usual
Word with
greater or rather
A captain might
keep one
Blow away

Rockets' and
Suns’ org
Spam holders
Tenochtitlàn
dweller
TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
11 Computerese,
R A
F A T S
A S s.
eg.
1 B E T
D R E
0 G
Wool source
R 0 N A
0 1 u
L E
1998 film thriller
L E R E V E R S A L
based on a TV
1 M E T
0 N A
S
series, with
A $ A
S U N N Y
“The’
A R E N T S T R 1 K E¡
Longtime
B T U
E A T
S H A
Salad bar
offering
U S P A T E N T
Qtys
T
T R A
A L E R|
Blew (through)
W A W A
S P 1 N El
P
F A L 0
A W 1 N G S
“Take this!"
1 G 0 R
D 0 0 G 1 e |
"Gotcha”
D 0 C E N T¡
E E N S
Toy name
F R E T
S P A R E S
preceding land"

i

Volleyball
continuedfrom page 16
crue 2,(MMI digs.
“At 5-feet-4 or 3-feet-3 (inch
es), she is so impressive.” said head
coach Jon Stevenson. “Hven some
people 111 sports can’t imagine
what it takes to accomplish what
she has.”
Jackson said she is e.xcited to
play at home because the team has
been on the road for so long.
“We miss our fans,” she said.
“Long Beach probably will be the
toughest team we’ll face in con
ference, but we’ll have the home
court adyantage. Friday will be the
start of a new chapter for us.”
Also at the head of the team are
junior Kylie Atherstone, who was
the Big West Cxi-Player of the Year
last season and reached double
digit kills in nine of Cial Poly’s 12
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34 High, in
Honduras
35 Jog, say
36 Stuff
37 Kind of engine
38 Too-too
39 Protection
against smearing
40 Rock singer
Russell
41 Psyche’s love

45 Washington and
Oregon are in it
46 Suffix with hell
and bull
47 Beer, often
50 Italian apologies
51 Unlike klutzes
5 4 ___breve
(musical
direction)

matches, and junior All Waller, a
strong offensive player among the
top three team members in kills,
digs and blocks per game.
Four of the 12 Mustang mati li
es played this year have been against
schools ranked in the top nine ot
the AVCA/C'Sl V Division 1 poll,
including No. 1 Nebraska, No. 2
Stanford, No. 3 Penn State and No.
9 BYU.
Stevenson, who is coaching in
his third season, is known tor play
ing the team against the top col
lege programs. With C’al Poly hav
ing been in the top 20 for a year
straight, he feels confident in doing
so.
“They are a talented group, buf
It’s a question of whether or not
they will have the attitude to do
everything to win and leave noth
ing behind,” he said.“What I’d like
them to do is put on a show be-

Derby
continuedfrom page 16
101 coach, and other team members
for encouraging her and for making
her feel at home. When someone falls
down in practice, the rest of the skat
ers clap and cheer, helping skaters to
try their hardest and to not be embar
rassed if they stumble.
Rookies var>' in age, although
women have to be over 21 to skate
since many CX'Rl) frinctions h.ippen
in bars. The current fall mokie class
consists of both college students and
mothers; basically any C'entral C'oast
woman who ssants to skate is wel
comed.
SubMiss, who recently shook ofr
her mokie status by skating in her first
game earlier this September, was at
tracted to roller derby because of its
uniqueness. After her first practice she
was hooked. Not onK was the sptirt
the kind of exercise she had been
kxiking for, it was something truly

55 Space
56 “That s what I’m
talking about'”

su |do |ku

57 Like some wires

T o d a y ’» S

o l u t io n

*

58 Winter mo.
59

______ whim

61 Downed
62 Like secondplace ribbons

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-088-7-ACROSS
Online subscriptions; Today's puzzle and more than 2.000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year)
Share tips: nytimes com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes com/leaming/xwords
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CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
Part Time 2 to 5 Mon-Fri
Needed: Part time helping
packing stretcher bars to fill
orders and help stretching
canvas art. Must be able
to lift heavy boxes and be
reliable. Call 528-2244
for more information
Illustration, Design, Graphic
Freelance Illustration design
Experience w/ Adobe
lllustrator-F. Reply:
rmurtagh@yahoo.com

HELP WANTED
Movie Extras,
New opptirtunities for
upcoming productions. All
looks needed no experience
required for cast calls.
Call 877-218-6224
Undercover Shoppers Earn
up to $ 150 per day.
Under cover Shoppers
needed to judge retail and
dining establishments
Exp. Not RE.
Call 800-722-4791

cause when it gets really intense,
they are very entertaining and can
get the crowd into the game.”
Stevenson is content with the
team’s achievements.“! feel blessed
to represent this school. Even
though it’s tough, I wouldn’t trade
It for anything.”

Mustang Sports

calendar
VO LLEYBALL
F rid ay

Cal Poly vs. Long Beach State
Mott Gym 7 p.m.
S a tu rd a y

C'al Poly vs. Northridge
Mott Gym 3 p.m.

difrerent.
But SubMiss stuck with mller
derby because of the team’s camara
derie. "It’s nice to be around a lot of
women,” she said.“It’s a lot of fun, and
everybodv has a place no matter what
size.
It also provided a way to get out
some aggression.
Bert! believes most people aa* ag
gressive, and described roller derby as
a healthy way to deal with that bel
ligerence.
“(Derby is) an opportunity’ to hit
people and not be in trouble for it,”
she said. “There are rules - but there
aren’t rules.”
lierta also described roller derby as
a means of empowerment for wom
en. “If a woman's dominant in the
real world, she’s a bitch,” she said. “If
you’re dominant in derby, you rule the
crowd.”
CC?R1 )’s next big bout will take
place Nov. 17 at the Paso Rowe’s Event
C'enter.The team will face arch-nvals
the Angel Cary Derby Ciirls, with
whom CCdLD has a history.
The first time the CC?RD team
played ACDCi, it lost horribly. “They
spanked us big,” Berta said. “The>’
taught us we weren’t derby at all, we
were just playing.”
But CX?RD has since stepped up
Its game, and the last time it skated
against Angel Caty, the team only lost
by three points. This time they’ix’ out
for victory.
Hnnihc Rofvrtion, u4io imk appointed
the ndicr dcHiy name “Savp /A^>" />)'
C C .'R /) skaters, is a .Mustang Daily arts
editor and a new deriiy addict, eivn though
her skating ligs are a little shaky.

HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEM ENTS

HOUSING

Simple Church Conference Oct. 12-14 in SLO.
Get involved with the simple
church, house church, or
organic church movement
that is sweeping nations and
and campuses.
SimpleChurchConference.com
or (805) 550-4668

Volunteer at Cal Poly
Student Community Services
Stop by UU R(X)m 217!
or call (805) 756- 2476

Free list of all houses and
condos For Sale in SLO.
Call'Nelson Real Estate
(805)546-1990 OR email
steve@slohomes.com

Need MANDARIN speaking
woman to spend time with
my 4 year old daughter.
Call Kathy @ 610-1258

Mustang Daily Classifieds
Online and on print!
www.niustangdaily.net/
classifieds

On-Campus AA Meetings
Wed, 3:30-4:30,
Health Center, Building 27,
Room 153 For more info,
call (805) 756-2511

SHOUT OUTS!
Free every Thursday!
Submit h\' Tuesdax
LOST AND FOUND
Lost and found ads are FREE
Place your classifieds ad!
Call Jackie (805) 756-1143

Sports Editor: Josh Ayers • mustangdaiIysports(«tgniail.com
Assistant Sports Editor: Rachel Gelhnan
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Brooke Robertson

The sound of small wheels spin
ning and clicking can be heard fixim
the parking lot entrance of the San
ta Kosa Park, (iroups of helineted
women sumnind the rink at the end
of the lot, strapping on skates and pmtective gear, while a few skate circles
in theTuesikiy night cold. Its 8 p.m.,
and the Derby 101 class for the C'entral Cloast Roller Derby (C(dkD) is
about to begin.
This fall there are about 60 C'entral
Coast rookies who want to be a part
of the feminine,’yet bone-crunching
sport where women with name's like
“Hex Kitten” skate circles in shortskirted costumes and try to knock
each other over in front of boisterous,
beer-drinking crowds of over 7(K).
Although roller derby’s heyday in
the '7(K drew national tans with tele
vised bouts, today the sport remains
relatively unknown. Señorita ('heeba
is on a mission to change that.
Cdieeba founded the league in
Januarv' 2(K)6 with her friend Rot
ten Peaches,just because they needed
something to do. Roller derby pro
vided that and more, establishing itself
as a fun and etfectise way to e.xercise
while meeting like-minded women
in the area.
Roller derby is “chicks in
short skirts beating the crap
out of each other, with beer,”
C ('R l) co-founder Señorita
(dieeba said. But niller der
by isn’t all hits and bruises, at
least not on the (Central (dxist.
C'(dkl) doubles as a nostalgic
non-profit gnnip with “kick,iss chicks” that give back to
the Community, Cdieeba said.
All of the proceeds from _ _
cMch CXdkl) bout .ire don.ited to a dirf'erent loc.il charitv'.
C.CRD h.is supported organizations
such as Woods Humane Society and
DeCroot Nursing Home for Chil
dren.
«And then there are costume's.
“Derby girls love cute outfits,” Cheeba said. “Or a reason to dress up.”
Derby girls also love nicknames. In

o
i'

GOURTESY PHOTO

The once popular contact-sport of roller derby has rebounded after losing popularity in the late ’70s and
early ’80s. Central Coast Roller Derby, which was started in January 2006, donates all proceeds to charity.
tact, regular names are not even used
at mller derby games and practices.
Each derby name is registered in a
national registry, and once it’s taken.
It’s taken. No one is allowed to h.ive
a name that’s too close to another
skater’s. That’s why CCdkl) requires
all of their skaters to complete their
training before registering, ensuring
that the women are there to skate.

face.”
Injuries .ire common, especially
in the knees, and a serious skater
won't escape a season without layers
t)f bruises despite a he.ivy artillery’ of
knee and elbow pads, wrist guards
and a helmet.
CXdkl) pa'sident Berta the Hurta
still deals with a knee injury she re
ceived from derby. “It doesn’t get
better,” she s.iid. But tliat
injury h.isn’t distracted
her fmm skating with the
team. “You h.ive to make
a decision - ‘Do I want to
skate or don't I?”’she said.
“1can’t im.igine not pl.iying any more.”
I )espite obstacles such
as not knowing how to
—Señorita Cdieeba
skate. ( 'heeba said it’s the
tX'Rl ) t'ouiukr
.ittitude and the drive of
the women involved to
skate and to be succc'ssful
and not to just put on a costume for that’s important.
a while. “You h.ive to earn that cool
F.ven though SubMiss hadn’t
name and cute skirt,” ('heeba said.
strapped on a pair of skates in about
I )espite the cute skirts, mller derby 13 years before enmlling in Derby
is a tough sport.
KM, it only took her one month
“Thc'R'’s no crying in mller der to feel completely comfortable on
by. Thea'’s no ‘I can’t ’ in roller der wheels.
by,” Cheeba said. “(Derby girls) get
She cix'dited Stray ('at. the Derby
see Derby, page 15
knocked down with a smile on their

(Derby girls) get knocked
down with a smile
on their face.

The Basics
The Jam m er:

Each team ¡s
allotted one jam
mer. The jammer scores points by
passing opposing blockers but only
after she has passed the pack once.
If the jammer from one team passes
the pack before the opposing teams
jammer she becomes the lead jam
mer and has the option to end the
two minute jam at any time.

The Blocker:

^a^h team has
three blockers
whose purpose is to prevent the
opposing jammer from passing and
allow their team’s jammer to pass.

The Pivot:

Each team has
one pivot. The
position is designed to control the
speed of the pack.

The Game:

^
o'" same is
composed of 60
minutes of play divided into periods
of 20 or 30 minutes played between
two teams. A period is divided into
multiple jams which are races be
tween the two teams to score points
and there is no limit to the number
of jams allowed each period.
A jam may last up to two minutes.
The team with the most points at the
end of the game wins.
Source: Women's Flat Track Derby A.vsociation Web site

Poly readies for Big West play
Sara W rig h t
V
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John Middlekauff

Three things
about the fall
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Johnny in the

The Cal Poly volleyball team will play its first
home game in Mott Cym versus Long Beach
State this Friday and will follow up with a match
against ('al State Northridge Satunlay, opening
up its defense of the Big West Conference title.
Sunding at No. 2() with a 6-6 record. Cal Poly
will ch.illenge the Long Beach State 49ers (6-4)
at 7 p.m.The game .igainst the Northridge Matadors (3-9) is at 3 p.m. Saturday.
The start time for Saturday’s game .igiinst Cal
State Northridge was changed from 7 p.m. so fins
could see it in .iddition to the 6:05 p.m. Mustang
fiKitball game against Western Oregon at Alex C.
Spanos Stadium.
Last season, the 49ers were the runners-up in
the Big West (xmference while Cal Poly took the
Matadors in a win for the program’s first confer
ence title in 22 years.
The Mustangs have been runners-up in the

Big West three times before.
The 49ers earned 74 points in the Sept. 17
edition of the AV('A/CSTV Coaches Poll, put
ting them near the top 25. The team fell in the
ranks after losing to four ranked teams, includ
ing No. 18 San Diego, No. 2 Suiiiftml and No. 8
Washington. However, LBSU leads the .ill-time
series 27-12. Reigiing Big Wc'st PLiyer of the
Week Alex (Times leads the conference with
and average of 4.86 kills per gime.
The Matadors, on the other hand have
dmpped five straight matches this season. The
team h.is been swept by No. 4 US(], No. 5
U(XA,Washington, Duke and San 1)iego. Fresh
man Alex Johnson leads the Matadors with 2.6
kills per game.
This weekend’s standout Mustang is senior
libero Kristin Jackson, who bmke the Big West
Conference record for career digs. With 1,785
digs since 2(K)4, Jackson only needs 215 to join
the men.' 24 pLiyers in Division I history’ to acsee Volleyball, page 15
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NICK CAMACHO MUSTANG tlAILY

Redshirt .sophomore Hailey Fithian serves during
the Green and Gold match Tuesday. Cal Poly will
open Big West Conference play Friday at 7 p.m.

What is up. Cal Poly! It has
been way too long, but 1 am proud
to say 1 am back for another go‘round. Unlike Michael Vick and
(Tj. “ 10 felony counts” Simpson,
1 am free and will be bringing it
every Thursday. Man, it feels good
to be back! It’s sad, but this became
a big part of my life.
But I do have some bad news,
ladies: I won’t be around for fall
quarter. That is, physically, but I
will be living in San Luis Obispo
through my column every week,
and trust me, my presence will be
felt.
I’ll get into where I am and
what 1 am doing later, but for now
let’s just enjoy the ride.
Is there any better time than the
fall, honestly? It’s football season,
baby! We’ve got so much going on.
There have been three things so far
which have stuck out to me: USC,
the Patriots and Ramses Barden.
1 h.ive been a USC hater from
d.iy one: I’m not going to hide that
fact.Their coach is 55 and has bet
ter hair than mine, which immedi
ately puts them in my dog house.
Seriously, Pete, what is your se
cret? Sorry, I got sidetracked.
But I h.ive to give it up to those
Trojans. US(? ransacked Nebraska,
and made them look like a prac
tice squad.
It wasn’t even close. Being in the
Midwest this fall, I heaul all sorts
of junk. It was the Big 12 this, Ne
braska that, US(? is overrated. First
of all, besides Oklahoma, the Big
12 is a joke. Nebraska hasn’t been a
perennial power for years and god
knows why they are trying to run
the west coast offense. I think any
one who has watched USC over
the last several years knows they
are anything but overrated. No
wonder ('arroll is so happy.
Then there is New England,
the USC of the NFL. They abso
lutely destroyed San I )iego. They
out co.iched them, outplayed them
and maybe even out spied them.
When you talk about teams being
undefeated in the NFL it’s usu
ally kind of far-fetched. But, I find
myself thinking about New’ Eng
land going 19-0, and winning the
Super Bowl with ease. That’s just
scary.
When talking about scariness,
though, you don’t have to look
much farther than Cal Poly. H.ive
you seen the numbers wide re
ceiver Ramses Barden is putting
up? (?an you s.iy, “potential firstround draft choice”?
Barden has single-handedly dis
mantled the competition. Cal Poly
may be 1-2, thanks to a bazillion
turnovers, but man, does that of
fense seem potent.
just check out his numbers:
21 receptions, 472 yards and six
touchdowns in only three games. I
see Johnny, page 15

